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Golf was enonnously popular in the British Empire during the 1880's and it was
just a matter of time before the game's popularity caught on in the United States. Golf
was played in the United States before 1888, but that was the year that the first American
golf club was organized. Its name was S1. Andrews Golf Club.
The first course was laid out in the pasture of one ofthe original members. It had
three holes. From there the course was moved to a 30-acre pasture where six holes were
constructed. Another move was made to an apple orchard on Palisade Avenue,'after
which the golfers became known as the "Apple Tree Gang". Not long after that, the club
made another move on May 11, 1894, to Grey Oaks, where they laid out nine holes and
had twenty members. In August of 1897 the club made its final move to Mt. Hope in
Westchester County, New York.
Once golf caught on in the U.S. it flourished. Although the majority of courses
were located in the eastern United States early on, there were over] ,000 courses in the
U. S. by 1900. It also saw great growth in the 1920's. But the emergence of the PGA
Tour in the 1950's and '60's was a key factor in the rise of interest in golf. The play of
such professionals as Arnold Palmer, Jack Nicklaus, and Lee Trevino increased golfs
exposure and popularity. The number of facilities being constructed j umped
dramatically in the '60's, the period when Palmer dominated golf
Presently, areas that have the highest levels of participation include the Midwest
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and the Northern Midwest as compared to the rest of the nation. These areas have
always enjoyed high participation rates since the start of golf in the U. S. At first glance,
many believe that golf is a wann weather sport that thrives only in mild climates with the
accessibility of plush resorts. But, as Rooney and Adams (1989) demonstrated, golf has
several distinct regions and each region has its own history in relation to golf, as well as
varying participation rates.
The geography ofsport is concerned with the regional variations in the games
people play and are identified with. It is also concerned with the amount ofemphasis
that characterizes these games in different areas (Rooney, 1974). Sports geography has
become a popular new discipline. The extreme influence that sports has in America, and
the big business that sports have become, has solidified the place of sports geography in
today's society. The nature of golf makes it a game that can be successfully and
effectively examined geographically.
Problem Statement and Hypothesis
This study will utilize the concepts and idealogies of sport geography to
determine the impacts of population on course construction from 1989 to 1995. The
hypotheses that 1will examine within this study are:
1) There is a correlation between population growth and golf course facility growth.




Early works by sport geographers like John F. Rooney and John Bale
demonstrated the effective combination of geography and sports. Today, with sports
being the multi-billion dollar business that it is, the geographical awareness in sports is
allowing many to prosper in the sports field. Likewise, golf has become one of the
largest money generating sports with more money being spent on golf per year than any
other sport. This kind ofgrowth and the spread in the popularity of the game
demonstrate the need for more facilities for more types of players.
A perfect example of the spread in the popularity of the game of golf and the
need for sports geography principles to be applied is the fellowship program between the
New York Times Company Magazine Group Sports and Leisure Division and Oklahoma
State's geography department, and specifically John F. Rooney. The New York Times
company publishes Golf Di~est, Golf World, and Golf Shop Operations. This fellowship
allows graduate students within the department to work with the New York Times in the
development of the Database of Golf in America. It is the goal of the Database of Golf
in America to track the expansion and development of all the golf courses in the U. S.,
existing and new. It is from this vast database that I will be able to gather a large portion




The literature review wi)) begin with a background discussion on the geography
of sport. In particular, topics discussed will include the various sporting regions
throughout the United States, golfs regions in the U.S., as well as the geography of golf
will be addressed.
Sports Geography
Geography is a discipline concerned with the relationships between places and
their spatial arrangement and organization on the earth's surface. Simply put, geography
investigates the question of why things are located where they are. The subdiscipline of
sports geography analyzes the sports and games that people play and identify with. It
also looks at the geographical areas in which these games are played and how these areas
characterize respective sports.
Perhaps the most influential person in the field of sports geography has been Dr.
John Rooney of Oklahoma State University. The GeoiTaphy of Sport (1974), was the
first significant work on the subject of sports geography and introduced many to the
concept of Sports Geography. It analyzed spatial behavior and locational analysis within
the realm of sports in the U.S. In his book, Rooney illustrates the effectiveness of
applying geography to the sporting world and its various aspects. The book discusses the




and the games that are influential in each region, and also the effects that the sporting
culture has had in America. The result of this book has been a dramatic rise in the
interest ofsport geography.
Another book written by Rooney, The Recruitin~Game (1980 and his revised
edition in 1987), analyzes the act of intercollegiate recruiting over a span of thirty years.
This work looks at the business of recruiting athletes in major college football and
basketball. It gives a spatial look at recruiting in intercollegiate athletics. The spatial
perspective had never been looked at in recruiting before. The book shed new light on
how recruiting is done and where the greatest numbers of athletes come from in the
respective sports. It explains how the business of recruiting has changed over such a
short time because of the competitiveness of college sports and the development of
college athletics into big business.
Recruiting has become the lifeblood ofany college athletic program. The
recruitment of the best athletes possible mean national exposure and success for each
athletic team. Success means natiol)al exposure. This, in turn, generates greater revenue
for the school and, almost always, the coaches prosper as well through various way, like
shoe contracts and television shows. Rooney's work illustrates the spatial variation in
areas throughout the nation and identifies different "hot spots", or areas that are known
to produce quality athletes in football and basketball. For example, Rooney's work
shows that areas of the Northeast such as Ohio and Pennsylvania are known to produce
great football talent, while in the Midwest, Illinois and Indiana have long been known for
their production of basketball talent.
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In Sports Geomt>hY (1988), Bale describes his motivation for writing his book.
He believes that the book seeks to fill a gap in sports studies literature and is an initial
attempt to draw together the principal foci from the existing literature on the geography
of sports. He notes that his work included over a decade ofacademic involvement in the
geographical aspects of sport and a lifetime's activity as a sports enthusiast and
participant.
Bale used to use sports examples in his geography lectures. He found that using
sports examples grabbed the attention of his students and made them more interesting. It
was then that he thought that sports was worth studying in its own right and that sports'
geographical dimensions did provide special insights not included in any of the other
disciplines.
Bale believes that there are five approaches to the study of sport geography. The
first is to identify temporal and regional variations in different sports attributes. These
variations include diffusion of sports, innovations in sports, and the variations in the
production of players, as well variations in fan regions.
The second approach as defined by Bale is the concentration of the migration
pattern of elite athletes. One of the topics that Bale focused on was the migration of elite
student athletes form foreign countries to universities in the United States.
The third approach involves the locational dynamics to sport club relocation.
Sports activities in the future and the locations in which they will thrive is discussed.
Bale mentions the fact that non-geographers frequently apply statisitcs and mathematics
in their work, enabling them to predict these future sports locations.
o
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The fourth of Bale's approaches is the external and multiplier effects ofsports.
Bale mentions that this area is worthy of further research and includes that studies that
conceptualize the areas over which sports-induced studies are felt as externality fields
should be included as well.
The fifth and final approach that Bale mentions is to recognize a more humanistic
and cultural-geographical perspective focusing on sport and the cultural landscape.. This
highlights the effect of sport on the cultural environment and the experiences that sports
create.
The approach ofBale's that would probably be the closest in theory to the work
in this study is Bale's first approach. The different regions and the vast differences
between these regions are what make golf unique. All of the characteristics mentioned
by Bale in his first approach fit into the make up of golf.
In 1992 Rooney and Pillsbury's work Atlas ofAmerican Sport furthered the
literature on sports and its relationship to geography. This work documents the history
and progress on 74 sports and activities that are in America today. It includes everything
from the major widespread sports of basketball, football, and baseball to the lesser
known sports and activities like curling and handball. Over two hundred maps illustrate
the areas that each sport calls home. Numerous charts and graphs have participation
numbers and the progress that each sport has experienced. Rooney and Pillsbury analyze
how sports has affected our society in America. The history of American sports as well
as topics including sports and the media and sports in the community are included.






















Rooney and Pillsbury, 1992
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eleven different sports regions. Each region has a title that gives it a sporting identity
relative to the area. The different regions listed are: Sport for Sport's Sake, American
Heartland, Rocky Mountain High, Pacific Cornucopia, Cowboys and Monnons, Eastern
Cradle, Mills and Mines, Pigskin Cult, Carolina, Texas Southwest, and South Florida.
The atlas reveals the different sports and activities that are indigenous to each respective
region which are illustrated in Figure I. (Rooney and Pillsbury, 1992)
The final major section to the atlas outlines each sport in the U.S. A brief history
along with current data and maps for each sport are provided.
Golf Regions in America
Regions specific to golf have also been developed. Rooney and Adams (1989)
developed these golf regions based on several factors. Examining the national
distribution of golf holes, per capita accessibility, and the ratio of pubhc versus private
courses creates seven different golf regions in the United States. The seven regions as
defined by Rooney and Adams are the Northern Heartland, Megalopolis, the South
Atlantic, the Plains, the West, Pacific +, and the Southern Void (Figure 2).
The Northern Heartland region is the area of the U. S, where the game of
American golf originated. Nearly forty percent of the nation's golf holes are located
within this region. Public golf is abundant nearly everywhere allowing anyone to play.
The cities in this region are also known as being the best served cities in tenns of golf of
any metropolitan areas in the country. (Adams and Rooney, 1989)
o
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Figure 2. united states Golf Regions
Source: Adams and Rooney, 1989
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Megalopolis is the most densely populated region in the country. A great deal of
the Megalopolis region has a strong association with the early stages of golf in this
country. Cities in New Jersey, along with New York City and Philadelphia were early
golf centers. But the vast population growth and urbanization of these areas has hindered
golfers.
Despite its early roots in the realm of American golf, the Megalopolis region is
the worst served region in the country today. Availability ofgolf holes per ]00,000
population is only 45 holes, and that number drops even more in metropolitan areas.
Golf has simply not been able to compete with other land uses because of high
population numbers and the high price ofland. (Adams and Rooney, 1989)
The South Atlantic region has experienced rapid growth in population and
tourism. It has been aided by the leisure revolution, younger and wealthier retirees,
abundant and cheap air travel, and second home development (Rooney and Adams,
1989). The South Atlantic region became the premier golfing region in the U.S. when its
rapid growth took place during the golf participation and facility boom in the 1950's.
The South Atlantic boasts some of the finest resorts in the country. Hot Springs,
VA, Pinehurst, N.C., Myrtle Beach and Hilton Head, S.c. are golf-oriented resorts and
retirement communities found outside of metropolitan areas. Access to golf is the
highest in the South Atlantic of any region in the country.
The Plains region also has a very high participation rate. This occurs particularly
in the region's nonmetropoJitan areas, where half the region's population resides. But
unlike the South Atlantic region where a great deal of the golfing population consists of
o
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tourists vacationing at resorts, the Plai.ns region's players are mostly local. The high
participation rates are followed by an equally large number ofholes per 100,000 persons.
But this high number of holes per 100,000 does not adequately reflect the large degree of
accessibility. Because small nine hole courses dot the landscape in the Plains region,
courses are readily accessible to most people. In fact, over three quarters of golfing
facilities in this area are of this variety and generally serve small to medium sized
population clusters. (Adams and Rooney, 1989)
The West region is characterized by low population densities with large urban
centers scattered about. The southern halfof the West region has become known as
popular resort area for vacationers and tourists. The Phoenix, Scottsdale, Tucson, and
Palm Springs area are the major destinations for these types of golfers. The transient
golfer has even made such places like Vail and Sun Valley resort islands of golf
availability (Rooney and Adams, 1989).
The Pacific region is very similar to Megalopolis because of the low availability
of golf facilities. California alone has ten of the worst served metropolitan areas in the
country. Metropolitan areas in the West contain an abundance of wealthy private clubs
that have long waiting lists and publlc courses that are severely overcrowded. (Adams
and Rooney, 1989)
The Southern Void region is widely known for its lack of availability to golf.
This region has over one third of the nation's worst served metropolitan areas. There are
very few public golf courses available to the public. Less than forty percent of the
region's counties contain a public course and several counties have no courses at all.
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The facilities that do exist in the Southern Void are predominately private clubs.
Golfhas never been ~igh on the sports menu in this region. This area is best
known for its football. It must compete with hunting. fishing. and auto racing at the
individual level in this male oriented sports society. Also. golf has long been thought of
as elitist. which include economic. social and racial discrimination. This connotation.






The main objective of this thesis is to examine the impacts that changes in
population have had on golf course facility growth in the United States for the period
beginning in 1989 and ending in 1995. The new construction activity in this time frame
will be compared to the number of existing facilities prior to 1989. Data will be
organized primarily by state and MSA, but by non-MSA and resort as well.
Data for this project came from several different places. I began with the 1995
NGF course list used in the OSU office ofthe Database ofGolf in America. 1989
population figures were obtained from the U.S. Census, and the 1995 figures were
projections that were developed by Claritas, Inc.
There are more than 14,000 facilities contained on the current 1995 NGF list. But
even with an extensive list such as that, it is impossible to include every course with the
ongoing changes that are rapidly occurring in the golf world. So, in an effort to compile
the most comprehensive list possible, I looked to other sources for possible courses that
may not have been included in the '95 NGF list. These sources include Golf Market
Today, The GQlfCourse Register, and Golf Course Development and Operations.
Golf Market Today is a bi-monthly publication Qfthe the NatiQnal GQlf
Foundation (NGF). It includes articles Qn developments in the golf community, prQfiles
of prominent golf people, and sites and information Qn golf Qutings and conventions. But




monitoring of the growth of golf facilities in the u.s. Golf course openings are covered
by state, and city. Data is provided on number ofholes at the facility, and course type
(public, private, and resort). Information on courses that are under construction and are
in planning is also provided.
Golf Course Development and Operations is also a publication published by the
National Golf Foundation. This publication is the predecessor to the GolfMarket Today
reports and is basically identical. It has similar articles on golfs big names and events.
It also features courses that are under construction and courses that have been opened
along with their statistics. Golf Course Development and Operations was published on a
bi-monthly basis and ceased publication after the Fall 1991 issue.
Golf Course Register is a product ofGolf IndustIy Research Associates, Inc.
based in Silver Spring, Maryland. This company is different from the National Golf
Foundation in that their major business is keeping up with new course development and
openings. They feature much the same information as Golf Market Today and Q:Qlf
Course Development and Operations. but in much greater detail. It is published monthly.
Methodology
With the data provided by Dr. Rooney, the New York Times, and the National
Golf Foundation, I was able to compile the most complete course list possible. The 1995
NGF list was compared with data from GolfMarket Today. Golf Course Deyelopment
and Operations. and Golf Course Register. Using the NGF list as a guide., I noted the
courses that appeared on the other sources ofdata and not on the NGF list. The analysis
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focused only on courses opened between 1989 to 1995.
The next step in building the course list was to take the courses that were found in
GolfMarket Today, Golf Course Development, and Golf Course Re2ister and did not
appear on the NGF list and add them to the 1995 NGF list. This was done by year and
state.
This new and more comprehensive course list is separated into two segments~
courses built before 1989 and those opened between 1989 and 1995. State data was
calculated and ranked. The new facility database included number of holes, percentage
hole change, number of courses, Percentage hole growth, and breakdowns on public and
private holes.
Location Quotients (LQ's) were calculated for states and MSA's. The equation
for calculating an LQ is:
LQ= (Local!\Local2 / National J\National2 ) ( 1)
This formula simply takes the two national variables and divides them into the
two local variables to produce the LQ. The LQ is a figure which illustrates local figures
against national figures.
The new course data will be analyzed by state, MSA (Metropolitan Statistical
Area), and on the county level. There are 322 MSA's in the United States. The same
kinds of data (ex. number of holes, percentage hole change, etc.) were generated for the
MSA's. This data will then be compared to data from before 1989 to detennine growth
in population, overall number of courses, overall number of holes, private course, private
holes, public courses, and public holes.
(2)
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Resort areas were also examined, specifically, courses that were built in "resort
counties" and may not necessarily be classified as resort. These were identified and
noted.
A Spearman's rank correlation coefficient is used to measure the possible
relationship between population and course construction. The fonnula used for this will
be:
rs = 1- 6(Ed
2)1N3 - N
where: d is the difference in ranks ofvariables X and Y for each paired data value.
[d2 is the sum of the squared differences in ranks.
N is the number of paired data values.
This test will give us a number between -1 and 1. A number from 0 to I indicates
a positive correlation while and number from 0 to -1 indicates a negative correlation.
Zero indicates no correlation.
Eighteen hole equivalents were used to analyze pressure on facilities by
population. This is done by dividing the total number ofpeople in an area by the total
number of 18 hole equivalents. This gives the number of people per ]8 hole equivalent.
The availability of golf in a certain area can be seen and therefore the need of further golf
holes can be detennined.
CHAPTER IV
IMPACTS OF POPULAnON ON COURSE CONSTRUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to examine the relationship between population
growth and golf course construction. The effects of population change on course
construction will be analyzed at both the state level and by MSA. The use of location
quotients (LQ's) will be used to determine each state's status in relation to the rest of the
nation. Also, a Spearman's rank correlation coefficient will be used to test the
relationship between percent population growth and the percentage growth of golf
facilities.
State and MSA Growth
When analyzing each state and MSA, the purpose is to measure the role of
population increase on course construction. All 50 states showed an increase in number
of holes, while Rhode Island, North Dakota, and Connecticut each decreased in
population. Table 1 shows the percent hole growth and percent population growth,
ranked by state. Also refer to Figures 3 and 4 for maps of how many courses were built
in each state from 1989 to 1995 and also where they are located.
Of the 322 MSA's in the U.S., thirty MSA's had a decrease in population from
1989 to 1995. Sixty-four MSA's experienced minimal growth between 1989 and 1995.
No MSA's had a decrease in the number of holes.






Percent Increase in Holes and Population. by Sl11te
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N. CAROLINA 16.U 8.9
N. DAKOTA 7.7 -1.1
NEBRASKA 25.6 3.5
NEW HAMPSHIRE 19.2 3.5
NEW JERSEY 9.0 2.7
NEW MEXICO 11.9 11.7
NEVADA 59.2 32.1





RHODE ISLAND 5.3 -0.6
S.CAROLINA 2lU 6.8















Figure 3. Number of Courses Built By State 1989 to 1995
27 Massachusetts.
Rhode Island - 2
Connecticut - 7





























growth ofpopulation and total holes. A LQ simply compares each individual state or
MSA against the national average for a respective category. The national average is
always 1. Any LQ greater than I indicates an area where concentration exceeds the
national average, while an LQ less than I indicates less than average concentration.
In this study a LQ was formulated to compare the categories of percent growth in
population and percent growth in overall number ofholes for each state. The formula for
the LQ is as follows:
LQ = (Localh\Localp / Nationalh\Nationalp) (3)
First, the national percentage growth in holes was divided by national percentage
growth in population (Nationalh\Nationalp). This calculation illustrated that golf hole
construction (18 hole equivalents) exceeded percentage population growth by 2.57 times.
Then each state's, percent hole growth was divided by that state's percent population
growth (Localb\Localp). To produce the LQ, that state ratio was divided by 2.57, the
national ratio, to obtain each state's LQ. Massachusetts topped the list, with an LQ of
5.77. This LQ signifies that Massachusetts hole growth rate per population growth rate is
5.77 times the national average hole to population growth rate. Many of the states near
the top of the list were not states that recorded meager population increases. Most of
these states were located in the Upper Midwest and Northeast regions of the U.S.,
regions that are traditionally significant to U.S. golf (Table 2). The states found at the
bottom of the LQ list with "N/A" in the last two columns each had a negative LQ
number, which is not possible. So the "N/A" figure was inserted.





Stale in Holes (Vol in Population ('Yo) HllPop !:Q
MASSACHUSETIS 8.3 (j.6 13.833333 5.31<262
W. VIRGINIA 12.9 1.1 11.727273 4.5631411
NEW YORK 8.9 1.2 7.4166667 2.8858625
NEBRASKA 25.6 3.5 7.3142857 2.8460256
MICHIGAN 19.6 2.9 6.751\6207 2.6298135
KENTUCKY 27.9 4.7 .'i.936 I702 2.3097939
MISSOURI 23.6 4.1 5.7560976 2.2397267
PENNSYLVANIA 10.0 1.8 5.5555556 2.1616948
NEW HAMPSHIRE 19.2 3.5 5.4857143 2.1345192
MAINE ?? 1.9 5.2105263 2.0274421
ILLINOIS 16.5 3.5 4.7142857 1.8343524
ALABAMA 25.1 5.5 ·+.5636364 1.775734
S.CAROLINA 28.1 6.8 4.1323529 1.6079194
MISSISSIPPI 17.1 4.4 3.8863636 1.5122037
OHIO 10.9 2.9 3.7586207 1.4624983
ALASKA 46.7 12.5 3.736 1.4536965
INDIANA 17.8 4.8 3.7083333 1.4429313
MARYLAND 24.4 6.6 3.6969697 1.4385096
HAWAII 30.9 8.7 3.5517241 1.3819938
OKLAHOMA 13.8 4.0 3.45 1.3424125
S. DAKOTA 14.0 4.1 3.4146341 1.3286514
NEW JERSEY 9.0 2.7 3.3333333 1.2970169
IOWA 7.7 2.4 3.2083333 1.2483787
MfNNESOTA 18.3 6.0 3.05 1.1867704
DELAWARE 25.0 8.3 3.0120482 1.1720032
KANSAS 11.2 3.8 2.9473684 1.146836
ARKANSAS 15.5 5.4 2.8703704 1.1168756
GEORGIA 32.9 11.7 2.8119658 1.0941501
LOUISIANA 4.9 1.8 2.7222222 1.0592304
VIRGINIA 21.2 8.1 2.617284 10183984
TENNESSEE 19.7 7.7 2.5584416 0.9955026
WISCONSIN 12.9 5.3 24339623 0.947067
MONTANA 18.9 8.4 225 0.8754864
CALIFORNIA IR.5 8.4 2.202:'81 0.8569576
NEVADA 59.2 32.1 1.8442368 0.7176019
N. CAROLINA 16.0 8.9 1.7977528 0.6995147
OREGON 21.4 12.0 1.7833333 0.693904
FLORIDA 20.6 11.7 1.7606838 0.685091
WASHINGTON 20.6 14.2 1.45'07042 0.5644764
UTAH 19.4 13.8 1.4057971 0.5470028
ARIZONA 20.6 14.7 1.4013605 0.5452765
COLORADO 16.9 13.7 1.2335766 0.4799909
TEXAS 11.3 10.8 1.0462963 0.4071192
NEW MEXICO 11.9 11.7 1.017()9~ 0.3957564
VERMONT 3.3 4.5 0.7333333 0.2853437
WYOMING 2.9 4.8 0.6041667 o2350!\43
IDAHO 9.1 16.3 0.5582822 0.2172304
CONNECTICUT 1.5 -0.3 N/A N/A
N. DAKOTA 77 -1.1 N/A N/A
RHODE ISLAND 5.3 ..0.6 N/A N/A
-
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statistically tested by using Speannan's rank correlation coefficient. It is the most widely
used test of the strength of relationship between two variables. In the equation, rs is the
correlation of the two variables. After applying the formula to the two variables, percent
growth in population and percent growth in overall holes built between 1989 and 1995,
the correlation was calculated to be .617190876, meaning that there is a strong
relationship between the construction ofholes and population. The R2 value is then
.380924578. This means that population growth accounts for approximately 38% of
overall course construction in the u.s. The remaining 62% percent of course
construction is being driven by other factors. The level of significance for R2 is 0.00,
indicating extremely strong confidence in this result.
MSA's were divided into different population groups in order to more effectively
analyze each city. This was done in order to group MSA's of similar size and
characteristics. It wouldn't be a fair representation to compare LQ's for Chicago and
Tulsa, because Tulsa is so much smaller than the Chicago metropolitan area. So four
different LQ population categories were created for MSA's. These included MSA's
greater than two million, MSA's one to two million, MSA's five hundred thousand to
one million, and MSA' s less than five hundred thousand.
The MSA group oftwo million and greater included 24 of the 322 total MSA's.
The leading MSA in this category was Pittsburgh, PA with an LQ of 10.77. Detroit,
Boston, St. Louis, and Philadelphia all experienced high hole to population growth each
with LQ's over five. Each of the leading ten MSA's in this category are located in the
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are mostly located in California, Texas, and Florida. The lack of growth in most of these
MSA's can be explained by lack ofland which increase land costs. (Table 3)
The second MSA group consisted ofareas with one to two million people. This
included 31 MSA's. The LQ's in this list were lower at the top of the list. Cincinnati
had the highest LQ with 2.146. Cincinnati and the next six MSA's were the only MSA's
with LQ's over 1. This MSA population group did not experience as much hole growth
as the first category did. This is probably due to the locations of most of the MSA's.
Many of these MSA's are located in areas that have not been experiencing significant
growth (Table 4).
The third area has MSA's with 500,000 to one million people. Forty MSA's fell
within this category of population. Dayton-Springfield, OH topped the list ofLQ's with
9.047. This was by far the highest scoring MSA with the second MSA, Louisville, KY,
having an LQ of3.366. Twenty-five of the forty MSA's in this category had LQ's less
than 1 (Table 5).
The last category shows MSA's with less than 500,000 people. 227 MSA's fall
within this population category. Jamestown, NY had an LQ of24.149. This LQ is
especially high because Jamestown experienced hole growth of 7. 1%, while only
experiencing .1 % growth in population (Table 6).
It is important to look at which MSA's are experiencing large golf facility growth
and where these MSA's are located. For instance, compare Chicago and Los Angeles.
Chicago and Los Angeles are two of the largest MSA's in the U.S. with populations of
approximately 7.7 million and 9.1 million, respectively. Both MSA's experienced
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Tahlc4
MSI\ I.Q's. P(lP. I Million l(l 2 Million
MSANuIDc % CMg ill Hol<.-s 1995 Pop. % Chns in Pop, l:!!l&n. 1&
CincilllUlti. OH-KY-IN 26.5 1,589.745 4.2 6.30952311 2.1460%5
R(lchcsler. NY 15.(, 1.094.234 lO 5.2 1.76S7075
Indianapolis. IN 30.(, 1.475,465 6.9 4.4347K26 1.5084295
Noriolk-Virginia Beach-Ncwpon Ncws. V1\ 30.8 1.546.195 7.1 OJ802112 1.4755198
Kansas City, MC-KS 20.7 1,658,117 4.8 0125 146611367
Columbus,OH 22.6 1,435,579 6.7 3.3731343 1.1473246
Grccnsboro-Winslon-Salcm-High Point. NC 20.8 1,116,891 6.3 .1.3015873 1.I2298119
Sacramento, CA 246 1.452,611 8.4 1.9285714 0.9961117
Nash\'iUe. 1N 29.2 1.086.107 10.3 2.8349515 0.9642692
Oklahoma City, OK 16.7 1,015,549 5.9 2.8305085 0.9627511
Memphis,1N-AR-MS [6.1 1,064,759 5.7 2.8245614 09607352
Las Vegas, NV-AZ 115.7 1,115,411 30.8 2.7824675 0.9464175
Monmouth-CJcean, N.J 15.3 1,043,972 5.8 1.637931 0.8972555
San Diego. CA 151 1.197,270 6.3 2.3968254 0.8152467
Bergen-Passaic. NJ 5.6 1,309,100 2.4 2.3333333 0.7936508
New Orleans, LA 4.8 1,3 J2,487 2.1 2.2857143 0.7774538
Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-Lompoc, CA 7.1 1.652,183 3.3 2.1515152 0.7318079
Portland-Vancouver, OR-WA 22.2 1,703,106 12.4 1.7903226 0.6089533
Milwaukee-Waukesha, WI 3.2 1,458,110 1.8 1.7777778 0.6046863
Fort Worth-Arlington. TX 14.5 1,481,551 89 1.6292135 0.5541541
Charlotte-Daslonia-Rock Hill, NC-SC 15.5 1,277,305 9.9 1.5656566 0.5325362
Newark, NJ 1.6 1,937,173 1.1 1.4545455 0.4947434
Orlando, FL 18.0 1,388,J 53 13.3 1.3533835 0,4603345
Middlcsex-Somerset.-HWllerdon, NJ 75 1.077,560 5.7 1.3157895 0.4475474
San Josc, CA 4.3 1.458,522 4.6 09347826 0.3179533
Den"cr, CO 7.9 1,827,888 11.6 0.6269841 0.2132599
Hanford, CT 1.9 1.150,435 0.1 19 0.15473(,
Providence-Fall River-Warwick, RJ-MA, 2.3 1,126,591 0.1 23 0.127826
Fort Lauderdale, FL 3.8 1.409,104 12.2 CJ3114754 0.105944
Butl'alo-Niagara Falls, NY 11.5 1.187.975 0.1 115 0.025561
Santa Cruz-Watsonville, CA 0.0 1,566,786 2.8 0 0
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Table 5
MSA LQ's, Pop. 500,000 III 1 Million
MSANlIlTIe % Clmg in Holes 1925 Pop. %Chng in Pup ~ J..!..!
Dayton-Springfield. OJ I 13.3 956.091 U,5 U.,(> 9.047619
I.ouisville, KY-IN :I!l,(, 9115,104 .1.9 9.1l<)7~:l5<) 3.366474H
Omaha, NE-IA 3H.(, 6(>6,250 4.2 9.1904762 3.1260123
Ann Arbor, MI 47.9 519,563 60 7.98:13333 2.7154195
Allentown-Bethlehem-Easlon, PA H5 f, 1~,395 :,~ 734375 2.4978741
Mobile,AL 50.0 518,359 8.7 5.7471264 1.9548049
Binningham, AL 25.4 877,539 4.5 5.6444444 1.9198791
Tulsa, OK 24.5 7411,6:14 5.6 4.375 1.4880952
Stocklon-Lodi. CA 31.8 524,115 9.0 3.5333333 1.2018141
Lillie Rock-North Linlc Rock, AR 19.4 542.122 5.7 3.4035088 \.157656
Seattle-Bellevue-Everett, WA 272 523,859 83 3.2771084 \.I 146627
Riehmond-Pete~burg. VA 22.6 925,412 6,9 3.2753623 1.1140688
Jacksonville, FL 27.3 984,759 g,6 J,1744186 1.0797342
Akron,011 10.4 679,959 3.4 3.0588235 1.0404162
Charleston. WV 56 524,357 1.9 2.9473684 1.0025063
Grccmillc-Spartanburg-Anderson, SC 17, I 880.286 6.0 2,85 0.9693878
Syracuse, NY 5.1 755,226 1.8 2.8333333 0.9637188
Knol\,ille, TN 25.0 639,158 ') 1 2,7472527 0.9344397
Harrisburg-Lebanon-Carlisle, PA 11.3 613,062 43 2.627907 0.8938459
Wilmington, NC 37.0 542,968 15,3 24183007 0.8225512
El Paso, TX 33.3 677,261 14.5 2.2965517 0,78114
Ventura, CA 13.2 708,091 5.8 2.2758621 0.7741027
Grand Rapids-Muskegon-Holland, MJ 13,0 992,697 5.8 2.2413793 0.7623739
Bakersfield, CA 27.6 618,724 13.8 2 0.6802721
Fresno, CA 23.3 847,090 12.l 1.9256198 0.6549727
I\lbany-Schenectady-Troy; NY :1.3 876,78-' 1.8 1,8333333 0.6235828
Tacoma, WA 1l:l.4 646,928 10.4 1.7692308 0.6017792
Sheboygan, WI 6.3 635,993 36 1.75 0.5952381
Raleigh-Durham-Cbapel Hill, NC 16.2 984,170 15.0 LOR 0.3673469
Baton Rouge, LA 6.7 563,472 6.7 I 0.3401361
Austin-San Marcos, TX 15.2 985,963 16.5 0.9212121 0.3133375
Albuquerque, NM 9.7 655,913 11.3 U.85R4071 0.2919752
West Palm Beach-Boca Raton, FL 10.3 972,486 126 0.8174603 0.2780477
Gary, TN 1.7 622,261 2,9 0.51162069 0.1993901
Tucson, AZ 4.8 745,053 11.7 0.4102564 0.139543
Youngslown-Warren,OH 0.0 604,177 0.5 () 0
Jersey City, NJ 0.0 552,025 -0.2 0 (I
New Haven-Meriden, CT 0.0 521.297 -17 0 0
Wichita Falls, TX 0.0 510,]89 18 0 0
Toledo,OH 0.0 613,687 ..(J, 1 0 ()
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Tablc6
M::;A LQ's Pop. Less 'Illan 500,000
MSANamc % elmg in Hob 1995 Pop. %Clmgin Pop HlIPI!). L.Q
Jameslown, NY 7.1 142,064 0.1 ooסס.71 24.14965986
(iadsdcn. AI. 44.4 100';1,) 0.7 ('~.42X6 21.574:\4402
Duluth-Superior, MN-WI 15.2 240,llO9 0.3 50.6667 17.23356009
Bemon Harbor. MI 7.4 161.725 0.2 :n.0000 12.5850340 I
Flinl,MI 15.6 43J,547 0.7 22.2857 7.580174927
llunlin~lon-Ashland. WV-K Y-011 27.3 J 16,879 1.4 19.5000 6.632653061
La\\TeIlCC, MA-NH 66.7 365,712 3.5 19.0571 6.48202138
Sumter, SC 8).3 107,627 4.9 OOסס.17 5.782312925
Parkersburt/-Marielta, WV-0H 30.8 152,002 1.9 16.2105 5.513784461
Nashua, NH 90.0 180,552 5.6 16.0714 5466472103
Dutchess County, NY 12.5 261.587 0.8 15.6250 5.31462585
Portsmouth-Rochl,'ster. NI I-ME 9.1 225,366 O.C> 15.1667 5158730159
Grand Forks, ND-MN 7.1 103,697 0.5 14.2000 4.829931973
Dothan, AI.. 42.9 135,167 3.2 13.4063 4.55994898
Saginaw-Bay City-Midland. Ml 9.8 402,435 0.8 12.2500 4. 166666667
Charleston-North Charleston, SC 40.0 255,307 3.4 11.7647 4.00160064
Stamford-Norwalk, CT 4.7 331,323 0.4 11.7500 3.996598639
Terre Haute, IN 18.R 149,994 1.6 11.7500 3.996598639
Wor~ster, MA-CT 12.5 481,308 1.1 113636 3.1165182437
La Crosse, WI-MN 41.7 120,745 3.7 11.2703 3.833425262
Topeka, KS 33.3 165,727 3.0 11.1000 3.775510204
Shreveport-Bossier City, LA 7.7 122,229 0.8 9.6250 3.273809524
Bloomington, IN 50.0 114,821 5.4 9.2593 3.149407911
Altoona, PA 10.0 131,983 1.1 9.0909 3.092145949
Wausau, WI 41.7 120,880 4.7 8.8723 3.017802866
Alhany,GA 40.0 117,792 46 8.6957 2.957704821
Lima,OH 9.5 155,971 1.1 8.6364 2.937538652
Manchester, NH 20.0 177,822 2.4 8.3B3 2.83446712
Portland, ME 185 226,322 2.4 77083 2.621882086
Florence. AI. 28.6 136,378 38 7.5263 2.559971357
Amarillo, IX 45.5 198,917 6.1 7.4590 2.537080406
Chattanooga, TN-GA 300 441,902 4.1 7.3171 2.488800398
Trenton, NJ 9.5 330,030 1.3 7.3077 2.485609628
Atlantic-Cape Ma\', N.1 27.6 331,789 3.9 7.0769 2.40711669J
Lake Charles, LA 25.0 174,185 3.6 6.9444 2.362055933
Springfield, IL 26.7 153,352 3.9 6.8462 2.328623757
Glens Falls, NY 23.8 122,722 3.5 6.8000 2.31292517
Puehlo,CO 30.0 128,688 4.6 6.5217 2.218278616
Yolo,CA 28.6 147,338 4.4 65000 2.210884354
I.~ncbburg, VA 33.3 204,522 5.5 6.0545 2.059369202
Owensboro, KY 22.2 90,585 3.9 5.6923 1936159079
Canton-Massillon, OH D5 403,728 2.4 5.6250 1.913265306
Lancaster, PA 30.8 445,987 5.5 5.6000 1904761905
Lincoln. NE 36.8 227,800 6.6 5.5758 1896516182
Hattiesburg, MS 33.3 104,613 6.0 5.5500 1.887755102
Lexington., KY 39.0 435,037 7.2 5.4167 1.842403628
Greal Falls, MT 28.6 81,781 5.3 5.3962 1835451162
Myrtle Beach, SC 38.5 154,364 7.2 5.3472 1818783069
South Bend, IN 21.1 379,294 40 5.2750 1794217687
HageTStowlI, MD 25.0 127,2D 4.1\ 5.2083 1.77154195
Fa\'elte\ilJe, NC 28.6 289,728 5.5 5.20()() 1.768707483
Johnson City-K.in~sport-BrisIOI. TN-VA 20.0 453,155 39 5.1282 1.744287459
Roanoke, VA 10.5 229,092 2.1 OOסס.5 1.700680272
iAtkeland-Wmter lIa\·cn. FL 35.9 434,498 7.2 4.9861 1.69595616
Charlottesville, VA 40.0 142,148 84 4.7619 1.61%95497
PunL1 Gorda, FL 76.5 129,454 16.7 4.5808 1.558108273
MSA Name ~ 1995['00, %Chng ['op l1llr2e. l.Q 30
Lansing-East Lansing., MI 4.1 436,4S1 0.9 4.5556 1.549508692
Rockford, 11. n(, 349,(,40 6.1 4.5246 1.531l976246
Vallcjo-Falrtieid-NIIP'J, CA 36.0 4li7,935 1I.1 4.4444 1.51171 5797
Ene. 1'1\ lU~ 211I,OIIl 2.0 4.4000 1.496598639
Fort Wayne, IN 14.0 471,049 3.2 4.3750 I.4Kll095238
Mere<.oJ.. CA 500 199,967 12 I 4.1322 I.4U5520Kll6
I:lloomington-Nonnal, Ii 3U.1I 139,031 7.6 4.U526 1.3711446115
Bismarck. NT> 25.0 119,04U 62 4.U323 1.3715163411
Colwnbus, GA-AL 24.0 276,622 6.0 OOסס.4 1.360544218
Reddtng, CA 40.0 161,701 10.0 OOסס.4 1.360544218
Uoldsboro. NC 20.0 109,9411 5.0 OOסס.4 1.3605442 III
Savartnllh, (iA 32.0 133,407 K.1 3.9506 1.343747375
Brvan-Colle(!e Sl8tion. TX HJ 132,165 1t5 3.9176 U325B013
Lubbock, TX 16.7 232,151 0 3.KK37 1.320993514
Alhens, GA 25.0 134,627 6.6 3.7879 1.288394146
Dover, DE 333 120,8D 8.9 3.7416 1.272643889
Green Ba\', WI 27.K 209,397 7.6 3.6579 1.244181883
Longview-Marshall, TX 167 202,666 4.6 3.6304 1.234841763
Florence, SC 25.0 122,244 6.9 3.6232 1.232377009
Sar8sOI8-Bradenton, f'L 25.2 236,102 7.0 3.6000 1.224489796
Pensacola, FL 33.3 376,670 94 3.5426 1.204950065
Medrord-Ashland, OR 44.4 165,130 12.8 3.461111 I. 1791146939
Hunts\ille, AL 31.6 320,1 II 92 3.4348 1.168293404
Peoria-Pekin, IL 48 343,911 1.4 34286 1166180758
Madison, WI 24.3 394,145 7.4 3.2838 1.11693326
Ashe\ille, NC 23.5 205,499 72 3.2639 1.110166289
Colwnbia, SC 27.0 491,158 8.3 3.2530 I. 106466683
San Antonio, TX 32.7 350,655 10.1 3.2376 1.1 0 1232572
Modesto,CA 36.4 412,712 11.4 3.1930 1.086048454
Springfield, MO 35.0 401,575 I1.U 3.1818 1.082251082
Chico-Paradise, CA 20.0 193,848 6.4 3.1250 1.06292517
Fargo-Moorhead, ND-MN 19.0 163,180 6.4 2.9688 1.009778912
Larayene, eN 11.1 364,311 3.8 2.9211 0.993555317
Appleton-0shkosh-Ncenah, WI 18.6 335,J92 6.4 2.9063 0.988520408
Eugene-Springfield, OR 19.0 301,546 6.6 2.8788 0.97917955 I
Do)10na Beach, FL 35.4 448,514 12.3 2.8780 0.978928157
Sanl8 Fe, NM 40.0 224,614 14.0 2.8571 0.971817298
St. ('Iou.d. MN 17.6 196,892 6.2 2.83117 0.965547509
Rapid Ci~', SO 20.0 87, [55 7.1 2.8169 0.958129731
Yuba Cil)', CA 33,) 137,247 11.9 2.7983 0951809295
Panama City, FL 33.3 142,647 12.3 27073 0.920856147
Naples. FL 50.7 181,U07 19.0 2.6684 0.907626208
Kokomo,IN 7.7 99,722 2.9 2.6552 0.903119869
Reading, PA 10.0 349,393 3.8 2.6316 0.89509488
Salem, OR 30.0 158,251 11.7 2.5641 0.872143729
Rochester, MN 18.2 113,981 7.1 2.5634 0.8711191lO55
Elkhart-Goshen. IN 15.0 165,518 6.0 2.5000 0.850340136
Clarks\iJle-HopKinsville, TN-KY 28.6 189,129 11.6 2.4655 0.83ll611307
Tyler, TX 14.3 160,319 6.0 2.3833 0.810657596
Santa Rosa. ('A 15.4 381,866 6.5 2.3692 0.R05860806
Burlington, VT 11.8 162,121 5.2 2.2692 0.7718472
Iowa Cil)', lA 11.1 100,806 4.9 2.2653 0770512287
Hickory-Morganton, NC 12.1 308,177 5.4 2.2407 0.762156715
(iaincs\ille. FL 16.7 195,415 7.6 2.1974 U.747404225
Da\'enport-Moline-Roc}; Island, lA-lL 4.8 358,566 2.2 2.1818 0.742115028
Jackson, MS 10.8 415,004 5.U 21600 U734693878
Fort Smith, AR-OK 13.3 1116.759 6.2 2.1452 U.729646697
Macon. Gil 14.3 310,445 6.7 2.1343 0.725962017
Cedar Rapids, lA lUI 178,187 5.6 2.1071 U. 716715258
e>e's Moinos, 1A 14.6 420,532 7.0 2.0857 O.70942662K
Fort Pierce-Port Sl. I.ucie, 1'1. 26.3 21U,576 12.9 2.mllK (J.693455677
MSANamc % Holcs 19951'01', %Chngl'W ~ l.Q 31
Wichila, KS 10.3 132,699 5.1 2,0196 (j,6ll6941443
Ncwhurfl.h. NY-I't\ 14,3 359,5<>4 7 I 2,0141 0,685062757
Fon Walton IJcach, FL 28.6 104,429 14.4 1.91!61 0.675547997
(;rccl<..j', CO 22.2 146,043 11.2 1.9K11 0.674198251
n<luldcr-L<lnll/Tl<lIlI, C<) 25.0 253,917 12.7 I.lX>ll5 0.669559162
Fm<:nc\'illc-Springdalc-Rogers, t\1~ 34.X 241(,492 17.11 1.9551 0.664985095
Ikllingham, WA 30.0 148,J36 16.1 1.1!634 0.63379389
Melbnurnc-Titusville-Palm Hay, 1'1. n.5 452.157 13.3 1.7669 0.600992277
£au Claire, WI 5.9 142,650 3.7 1.5946 0.542379114
(leala, FL 2/d 227,(104 16.5 1.5939 0.542156256
Kalamazoo-Ballie Creek, MJ 5.5 444,ll87 3.6 1.527K 0.519652305
Spokane, WA 16.7 119,713 I 1.1 1.5045 0.511736226
Sioux Falls, SD 15.0 97,614 10.1 1.4851 0.505152556
\-'nn Myers-Cape Coral, Fl. 17.0 .~73.570 11.5 1.47X3 0.50280982
Billings,Mf 14.3 124,440 9.7 1.4742 0.501437688
Sioux City, lA-NE 5.9 107,613 4.1 1.4390 0.489464078
Wilminfl.lon-Newark, DE-MD 83 197,398 5.H 1.4310 0.486746423
Yakima, WA 16.7 210,941 11.7 1.4274 0.485493:\43
Olympia, WA 25.0 191,601 18.8 1.3298 0.4523011583
Biloxi-Gulfport-Pascagoula, MS 13.3 344,579 10.3 1.2913 0.439204808
Fort Collins-Loveland, CO 21.1 217,277 16.7 1.1635 0.429752739
Augusta-Aiken, GA·SC 10.9 453,526 9.2 1.1848 0.402987282
Bamstable-Yannouth, MA 8.0 144,335 7.0 1.1429 0.388726919
E\'ans\oille-Henderson, IN-KY 3.6 287,875 3.2 1.1250 0.382653061
Beawnont-Port Arthur, TX 4.0 374,293 3.6 I. I III 0.377928949
Tallahassee, FL 11.1 257,298 10.1 1.0990 0.373812891
Pro\'o-Orem, lIT 11.5 296,321 12.4 I.OC8l 0.342879087
Lafa~'elle, LA 5.3 167,749 5.6 0.9464 0.32191448
York, PA 5.9 .~60,853 6.3 0.9365 0.318540114
Monl@.omer)', AI. 6.9 315,327 7.8 0.8846 0.300889587
Boise City, ID 17.4 357,113 20.7 0.8406 (J.285911466
Bremerton. WA 15.4 225,363 18.R 0.8191 0.278622087
RichJand-Kennewick-Pasco, WA 13.3 175,964 17.3 0.7688 0.26149188
Reno, NV 10.0 287,957 13.1 0.7634 0.259645843
BrO\\-llS\ille-Hariingen-San Benito, TX 13.0 306,757 17.9 0.7263 0.247026185
Colorado Springs, CO 12.1 464,228 16.9 0.7160 0243529364
San Francisco, CA 1.9 102,016 3.0 0.6333 0.215419501
McAlJen-Edinbur~-Missjon, TX 4.3 475,471 24.0 01792 0.060941043
Bridgeport, CT 0.0 441,812 -<l.4 0.0000 0
Corpus Christi, TX 0.0 380,058 8.6 0.0000 0
Visalia-Tulare-Porterville, CA 0.0 348,486 11.7 0.0000 0
Hamihon-Middletown,OI-l 15.4 316,450 0.0 0.0000 0
San Angelo, TX 0.0 310,509 3.6 0.0000 0
Killeen-Temple, IX 0.0 295,496 15.7 0.0000 ()
51. Joseph, MO 0.0 293,538 0.3 0.0000 0
Lowell, MA-NH 0.0 289,073 3.0 0.0000 0
Sharon, PA 0.0 278,968 1.0 0.0000 0
SpringJield, MA 0.0 256,930 -1.6 0.0000 0
Johnstown, PA 0.0 239,328 {J.8 0.0000 0
Odessa-Midland, IX o.n 239,202 6.1 00000 0
Brockton, MA 0.0 238,911 1.1 0.0000 (J
Gah'cston-Texas City, IX 0.0 237,575 9.3 0.0000 0
Brazoria, IX 0.0 2J4,876 12.1 0.0000 (J
Danhwy, CT 0.0 199,879 3.2 0.0000 0
Waco, TX 0.0 198,725 5.1 0.0000 0
Houma, LA 0.0 187,985 2.X 0.0000 0
Racine, WI 00 \82,787 4.4 0.0000 0
Mansfield, 011 00 175,548 0.9 0.0000 0
Nell" Hedli)rd. MA 0.0 172,095 -2.0 O.O()()(J 0
Larooo, TX 0.0 I68,41\1l 26.5 0,0000 0
Chamrai~n.IJrbana,IL (J.n 166,4 Ifl -.U OO(JOO 0
MSANamc % Holes 19951'00. %ChngPop 1:!Ilr2a. W 32
1.35 CruCt..':;, NM 0.0 159,217 17.5 0.0000 0
TU5C<1I00sa,I\L 0.0 1511,21(, 5.1 0.0000 0
Juckson, Ml 0.0 153.77.~ 2.7 U.OOOO 0
Monroe, LA 0.0 147,1411 3.5 0.0000 0
Janesville-Beloit. WI 0.0 147,020 5A o()(J()O 0
.Iucksomillc, NC 0.0 145,1163 -2.7 O.O()(J(I 0
Joplin. MO 0.0 143,1 J I 6.1 0.0000 0
Roeky Mount, NC 0.0 140,680 5.6 0.0000 0
Decatur, AL 0.0 139.776 (,.2 0.0000 (I
Kenosha, Wl 0.0 139.437 lUI O,(J()()(J 0
Virn:lanJ-Millville-Bridgeton, NJ 0.0 138,687 0.5 0.0000 u
Fitchburg-Leominster, MA 0.0 138,262 0.1 0.0000 (I
Ywna,AZ 0.0 131,629 23.1 0.0000 0
State Collci!e, 1'1\ 0.0 130,702 5.6 0.0000 0
Nexandria, LA 0.0 125,137 -4.9 0.0000 0
Colwnbia. MO 0.0 123,117 9.6 0.0000 0
Texarkana, TX-Texarkana, AR 0.0 123,115 2.5 0.0000 0
Abilene, TX 0.0 122,382 2.3 0.0000 0
Williamsport, PA 0.0 J21,219 2.1 0.0000 0
Lawton, OK 0.0 J18,428 6.2 0.0000 0
Oreenville, NC 0.0 117,771 91 0.0000 0
Anniston, AL 0.0 117,222 I.(l 0.0000 0
Danville, VA 0.0 (1O,l3t 1.3 0.0000 0
Kankakee, IL 0.0 102,178 6.2 0.0000 0
Salinas, CA 0.0 98,017 -1.4 0.0000 0
Elmira, NY 0.0 94,357 .{).9 0.0000 0
Bangor, ME 0.0 90,569 -3.2 0.0000 0
Lawrence, KS 0.0 89,245 9.1 0.0000 a
Dubuque,IA 0.0 88,435 2.4 0.0000 0
Pittsfield, MA 0.0 84,316 -3.7 0.0000 0
Pine Bluft; AR 0.0 83,761 -2.0 0.0000 0
Jackson. 11'1 0.0 83,388 6.9 0.0000 0
Victoria, TX 0.0 80,301 8.0 0.0000 0
Cheyenne, WY 0.0 78,950 7.9 0.0000 0
Casper. WY 0.0 64,361 5.1 0.0000 0
Enid, OK 0.0 57,030 0.5 0.0000 0
Sherman-Denison, TX CI.n 97,614 2.7 0.0000 0
Wheelini!. WV-0H 5.0 157,533 0.0 0.0000 0
Lewiston-Auburn, ME 10.0 93,202 0.0 0.0000 0
Stcubemillc-Weirton, OH-WV 9.5 139,773 0.0 0.0000 0
UtiC<l-Rome, NY 1.8 315,958 0.0 0.0000 ()
New London-Norwich, CT-RI 20.0 284,574 0.0 0.0000 ()
Binghamton, NY 13.5 261,009 0.0 0.0000 0
Decatur,LL 16.7 116,254 0.0 0.0000 CI
Waterloo-Cedar Falls, IA 6.3 123.561 0.0 0.0000 0
Muncie. IN 14.3 119.227 0.0 0.0000 0
Scnmton-Wilkes-Barre-Hazleton., PA 15.3 413,619 0.0 0.0000 0
Cwnberland, MD-WV 33.3 100,885 0.0 0.0000 0

































similar growth from 1989 to 1995 (approximately 4% increase). But the differences in
the number of golf holes constructed in each is striking. Chicago, with 4,293 total holes
going into, added an additional 801 during construction from 1989 to 1995. Los Angeles,
on the other hand, only added a mere 27 holes to its existing 1,746 from 1989 to 1995.
The differences between Chicago and Los Angeles relative to golf course construction
are enormous. Many would think that if either MSA were to experience significant
growth it would be Los Angeles in its mild climate. Los Angeles has problems with new
courses being built because of high land costs and environmental and water concerns.
The population has grown so much in Southern California, and is confined to such a
small area, that real estate is at a premium, and locations must be perfect in order to
support a golf course. In addition to that, but to a lesser degree, is the environmental
concerns ofchemicals and fertilizers that are applied to courses. California has some of
the strictest regulations in the country concerning the use of chemicals that may be
harmful. And of course, the value of water in Southern California is high, so irrigating a
golf course is an investment in itself
Ch.icago boasts many ofthe same problems that Los Angeles endures. Land
values are high here as well, but this obviously didn't stop courses from being built.
Chicago is in a region that is crazy about golf and supports it highly. Despite the
investment that is incurred when developing an area and building a course, it is almost
always going to be successful because of the high participation of the people in this area.
Another phenomena that was recognized during the course of this study was the
case of the Las Vegas MSA. Las Vegas was at the top, or near the top, ofevery category
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tracking growth. Its population growth of over 30 percent and its hole growth of 85
percent was gigantic. It has always been a favorite tourists destination. Why did Las
Vegas experience such course growth from 1989 to 19951
One obvious answer is because ofthe enormous population explosion from 1989
to 1995. This kind of influx of people was probably projected, The kinds of people
moving to the Las Vegas area are undoubtedly many retirees. So courses were soon
being built to accommodate these people. But Las Vegas has done a magnificent job of
marketing itself. People are moving here in record numbers and the tourism industry will
always bring people in by the millions. Gambling will probably always be the biggest
attraction in Las Vegas, but in the last decade, Las Vegas has tried to convey itselfas a
more family oriented atmosphere. Attractions other than flashy casinos are popping up
all over Las Vegas. Golf has become one of those attractions. Nice golf courses in a
comfortable climate with the other amenities that Las Vegas has to offer is the reason for
the drastic construction in the Las Vegas MSA.
Another effective way to determine growing populations' impact on course
growth is to examine the number of people per 18 hole equivalent. This indicates the
number of people per 18 holes of golf. Obviously, states with higher populations per 18
hole equivalents will have less accessibility to golf than states with lower populations per
18 hole equivalents. This will be analyzed by examining the number of people per 18
hole equivalent for each state in 1989 and then comparing it to the number of people per
18 hole equivalent for 1995.
An LQ is applied to the 1989 and 1995 lists of people per 18 hole equiva'lents,
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The fonnula for this LQ is as follows:
1989 LQ = 22,5541Local (state) 18 hole eq.
1995 LQ = 20,475/Local (state) 18 hole eq.
The national averages for people per 18 hole equivalent for both 1989 (22,554)
and 1995 (20,475) are divided by the state numbers of people per 18 hole equivalent.
The state with the greatest LQ is South Dakota (2.087). This indicates that South Dakota
is 2.087 times above the national average in course accessibility. In 1995, South Dakota
is again on top of this list with an LQ of2.074 (Refer to tables 7 and 8). Figures 6 and 7
summarize the course accessability LQ's across the U.S.
The states and their Population/I 8 Hole equivalent LQ's are listed for 1989 and
1995 in tables 7 and 8. As is shown, the order of states did not vary much from 1989 to
1995. For the nation as a whole, the national average per 18 hole equivalent dropped
from 22,554 in 1989, to 20,475 in 1995, showing a pattern of greater golf accessibility
for the entire nation. Most of the states near the top of the list ofLQ's for 18 hole
equivalents in 1989 and 1995 are states located in the Upper Midwest and Northeast U.S.
These areas are the tradition rich areas of golf in the U.S. and has always had high
numbers of facilities available because of the popularity of the sport. States nearer the
bottom ofthe list have a higher number of people per 18 hole equivalent. The lack of
accessibility in 1989 meant that the demand for golf courses was present, and this
triggered expansion in these states.
The first hypothesis in this study was to examine the impacts that population has
on construction of golf courses in each state and MSA. It is obvious that population
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Table 7
Population Per 18 Hole Equivalent. 1989
State 1989 Population 18 Hole Equivalent Peoole/18 Hole Eq. People/I 8 Hole Eg, LO
S.DAKOTA 697,000 64.5 10,806.2 2.087
N.DAKOTA 646,000 58.5 11,042.7 2.042
VERMONT 558,000 46 12,130.4 1.859
IOWA 2,771,000 221 12,538.5 1.799
WYOMING 458,000 35 13,085.7 1.724
S. CAROLINA 3,457,000 254 13610.2 1.657
NEBRASKA 1,575,000 107.5 14,651.2 1.539
FLORIDA 12,638,000 850.5 14,859.5 1.518
WISCONSIN 4,857,000 325 14,944.6 U09
MICHIGAN 9,253.000 618.5 14,%0.4 1.508
MONTANA 800,000 53 15,094.3 1.494
MINNESOTA 4,338,000 281 15,4377 1.461
N. CAROLINA 6,565,000 416 15,781.3 1.429
MAINE 1,220,000 76 16,052.6 1405
KANSAS 2,473.000 15J.S 16,323.4 1.382
IDAHO 994,000 60.5 16,429.8 1.373
NEW HAMPSHIRE 1.l05,000 65 17.000.0 1.327
HAWAII 1,095,000 61.5 17.804.9 1.267
INDIANA 5,524,000 309.5 17,848.1 1.264
ARJZONA 3.622,000 197 18,385.8 1.227
OHIO 10,829,000 585.5 18.495.3 1.219
W. VIRGINIA 1.807,000 85.5 21.134.5 1.067
ARKANSAS 2,346,000 109.5 21.424.7 1.053
PENNSYLVANIA 11,866,000 542.5 21.872.8 1.031
COLORADO 3,276,000 147.5 22,210.2 1.015
KENTUCKY 3,677,000 16J.5 22.767.8 0.991
CONNECTICUT 3,283,000 143 22.958,0 0.982
ALABAMA 4,030,000 175 23,028.6 0.979
MASSACHUSETTS 6,015,000 257.5 23,359.2 0.966
MISSISSIPPI 2.574,000 108 23.833.3 11.946
OREGON 2,791,000 117 23,854.7 0.945
ILLINOIS 11.410,000 472.5 24,148.1 0.934
OKLAHOMA 3 150,000 130 24,230.11 0.931
NEW MEXICO 1,504.000 59 25.491.5 0.885
MISSOURI 5096,000 199.5 25,543.9 0,883
GEORGIA 6,411,000 248 25,850.8 0.872
TENNESSEE 4,854.000 185 26,237.8 0.860
RHODE ISLAND 1.001,000 38 26.342.1 0.856
UTAH 1,706,000 64.5 26;449.6 0.853
WASHINGTON 4,746.000 177 26,813.6 0.841
DELAWARE 658.000 24 27,416.7 0.823
VIRGINIA 6.120.000 216.5 28.267.9 0.798
TEXAS 16,807,000 582 28.878.0 0.781
NEW YORK 17,983,000 620.5 28,981.5 0.771.'1
NEVADA 1,137,000 38 29,921.1 0.154
NEW JERSEY 7.726.000 222 34.801.11 0.648
WUISIANA 4,253,000 113 37,637.2 0.599
MARYLAND 4,727,000 125 37.816.0 0.596
CALIFORNIA 29,218,000 682.5 42.810.3 0.527






























Population Per 18 Hole Equivalenl. 1995
Stale 1995 POPulation 18 Hole EQuivalenl People/IS Hole Eg. People/Ill Hole Eg. LQ
S. DAKOTA 72~,397 73.5 9,R69.3 2.075
N DAKOTA 638.633 63.0 10.1370 2.020
S. CAROUNA 3.691,462 325.5 11.340.9 1.805
IOWA 2,837,678 238.0 11.923.0 1.717
NEBRASKA 1.629.848 135.0 12.072.9 1.696
VERMONT 583.090 47.5 12.275.6 1.66H
MICHIGAN 9,524,277 740.0 12.870.6 1.591
WYOMrNG 480,158 360 13.3377 1.535
MONTANA 867,075 63.0 13.763.1 1.488
FLORIDA 14.11R.076 1025.7 13.764.8 1.488
MINNESOTA 4.600,326 332.5 13.8356 1.480
WISCONSrN 5,113.067 3670 13.932.1 1.470
NEW HAMPSHIRE 1,143,963 77.5 14.760.8 1.3H7
HAWAJl 1.190.170 30.5 14.784.7 J.385
N. CAROLrNA 7,147,392 482.5 14,813.2 1.382
MAINE 1,242,600 83.5 14.881.4 1.376
KANSAS 2,567,031 168.5 15,234.6 1.344
INDIANA 5.787,633 364.5 15J!78.3 1.290
OHIO 11,]40,120 649.2 17,160.6 1.193
ARIZONA 4,155,806 231.5 17.4981 1.170
IDAHO 1,156,283 66.0 17,5]9.4 1.169
KENTUCKY 3,850,163 206.5 18.644.9 1098
W. VIRGrNlA 1,826,929 96.5 18,931.9 1.082
ALABAMA 4.249,837 2190 19,405.6 1.055
ARKANSAS 2,471,910 126.5 19,540.8 1048
PENNSYLVANIA I2.D74,991 596.5 20.243.1 1.011
MISSISSIPPI 2,687,798 126.5 21,247.4 0.964
ILLrNOlS 11,805.251 550.5 21.444.6 0.955
MISSOURI 5,305,803 246.5 21,524.6 0.951
COLORADO 3.724.429 J72.5 21.5909 o.94l!
MASSACHUSETTS 6,048,812 2790 21.680.3 0.944
GEORGIA 7,160,359 329.5 21.131.0 0.942
OREGON 3,126.934 142.0 22,020.7 0.930
OKLAHOMA 3.276.131 14H.O 22,140.1 0.925
CONNECTICUT 3,272,]68 147.0 22.2596 0.920
TENNESSEE 5,229,824 221.5 23.610.9 0.867
DELAWARE 112,398 30.0 23,146.6 0.862
NEVADA 1.501.517 60.5 24.819.5 0.825
RHODE ISLAND 994,783 40.0 24.869.6 0.823
VIRGINIA 6,614,83\ 262.5 25.199.4 U.RI3
UTAH \,942.224 77.0 25,223.7 0.812
WASHINGTON 5.421.995 2\3.5 25.395.8 0.806
NEW MEXICO 1.679.572 66.0 25,448. ] 0.805
NEW YORK 18.193,530 675.5 26.9334 0160
TEXAS IR,629,512 647.5 28,171.5 0.712
MARYLAND 5,040.705 155.5 32.4\6.1 0.632
NEW JERSEY 7.935.029 242.0 32.789.4 0.624
LOUISIANA 4,330.077 118.5 36.5407 U.560
CALIFORNIA 31,678,652 SOR.5 39.182.0 (1523






























growth has an influence on course construction. The LQ's calculated for each State and
MSA illustrated the growth of holes related to population. There are several states and
MSA's that fit the appearance of being driven by population. But many of the states and
MSA's that are found near the top in all of these tables are found in the northeast and
north central U.S. where population growth is not as high. The Speannan's Rank Order
Correlation Coefficient that was applied to percentage hole growth and percentage
population growth. R was calculated to be .6171 and R2 was .3809. The level of
significance was 0.000.
The second hypothesis in this study was that course construction occurred in
areas with high populations per 18 hole equivalent. The 18 hole equivalents for 1989
and 1995 illustrate the growth of golf courses nation wide. The states near the bottom of
the list (high populations per 18 hole equivalent) undoubtedly experienced course
construction due to high demand for more facilities. However, the states near the top of
each list were not states that had high population growth and already had low population
numbers per 18 hole equivalent (high accessibility to golf). This can be explained by
examining the regions' golf characteristics. The Northern Heartland region is home to
many of the states that are experiencing large growth in golf. Its characteristics are
covered further in the next chapter.
-
CHAPTER V
OTHER IMPACTS ON COURSE CONSTRUCTION
The previous chapter concentrated on the role that population growth has had on
golf course development. The Speannan's rank order coefficient test indicated that
population growth accounted for approximately 38 percent of the new course
construction from 1989 to 1995. This chapter will attempt to identify the remaining
factors that influenced golf course construction during that period.
The Northern Heartland golf region, identified by Adams and Rooney, has been
referred to earlier in this study. It is a region that includes all or portions ofMaine,
Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, New York, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Michigan, Wisconsin, and
Minnesota. This region, especially the states in the Northeast, are the cultural hearth of
American golf Tradition is very high here and the game is immensely popular.
Course construction was active in this region, even though population numbers
did not rise as fast as many other states. More facilities were built simply because the
golfing population wants to play on new courses and participation rates are higher than
any other region in the coun.try. The tenn "inventory replacement" can be used to
describe why so many new courses were built. Inventory replacement refers to the
building of new courses despite there being an adequate number ofcourses to play.
People play enough golf to support these new courses. They apparently like the variety




to affect the progress ofnew course construction.
As the figures and maps in the previous chapter indicated, the states located in the
Northern Heartland are very strong in golf Nearly all of the states within the Northern
Heartland had LQ's greater than the national average. The onJy exception is Wisconsin,
with an LQ of .947, slightly below the national figure.
Many of the MSA's located within the Northern Heartland are located near the
top of each MSA LQ table. This is especially evident in Table 3, which shows MSA's
with populations of2 million and greater. Every MSA located within the Northern
Heartland has an LQ greater than the national average.
Another indication of the status of golf in this region is the State HolelPopulation
LQ tables (Tables 7 and 8) shown in Chapter 4, for 1989 and 1995. Again, many of the
states that are located within the Northern Heartland are very high on the list ofLQ's for
population per 18 hole equivalents, demonstrating that even though they have low
numbers of people per golf course, they have been able to maintain high course
construction rates.
The Northern Heartland is a unique area in relation to U.S. golf This area is
home to nearly forty percent of the nation's golf course holes. The ongoing construction
of courses in this area is a direct reflection of the people of the area and their activities
toward sports and the outdoors, and in this particular case, their attitude toward golf
The Southern Void region, identified by Adams and Rooney, on the other hand,
is notoriously known for its lack of support in the golfing world. In general, the states of
this region have high population numbers per hole, particularly in metropolitan regions.
-
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There are also very few public courses that were built to cater to local residents, again
most notable in metropolitan areas. Less than forty percent of this region's counties
contain a public golf course facility, and many rural counties have no golf facilities. The
presence of private clubs raises the regional average, but this region is still far behind the
other golf regions. The South Atlantic region. immediately east of the Southern Void
region, has about twice as many holes per capita. The Southern Void region is a prime
example of a golf region needing more than just a positive climate to generate significant
golf course construction (Adams and Rooney, 1989).
Table 9 shows the comparison between the states in the Southern Void golf
region and the Northern Heartland region in terms of holes constructed from 1989 to
1995. As can be seen in the table, there is a vast difference in the numbers between the
Northern Heartland and the Southern Void region. Overall, the numbers are larger in the
Northern Heartland. There are some large numbers as well in the Southern Void region,
but keep in mind the differences in population and golf participation figures. This wi II
undoubtedly weaken the appearance of many Southern Void states.
The table shows that many states appear in both regions. These states include
Missouri, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois. Each of these states are very strong overall in
course construction and golf participation. However, the areas shown on the golf regions
map (Figure 2) indicate the weaker areas of each of these states.
The difference in participation rates between the Northern Heartland and the
Southern Void is dramatic. Minnesota and Wisconsin lead the nation in overall





Illinois all have high participation rates as well (Table 9). Conversely, the states in the
Southern Void region are among the lowest in participation percentage. Louisiana,
Mississippi, Arkansas, and Alabama are annually among the lowest in participation in the
U.S. Figure 8 illustrates the percent participation in each state. The patterns of
participation are quite visible, with southern states notably lower than northern states.
Percentage participation by state and percentage growth in holes were also tested
with another Speannan's rank order correlation coefficient. Using the same fonnula
mentioned earlier, the Rs value was calculated to be .316597915, with the R
2 being
.100234239. This means that participation rates can account for approximately ten
percent of the growth in holes from 1989 to 1995. The level of significance is .0136,
meaning that there is a confidence level ofover 99 percent.
Another significant factor in the pattern of course construction between 1989 and
1995 were the resort courses. The popularity of resort courses is growing along with the
popularity of golf. The combination of lush resort hotels and majestic golf courses as
their backdrop has gathered the attention of business travelers and vacationers alike.
Many resort locations are influenced by golf sensitive winter and summer climates. So,
we would expect higher than average course construction in the Sun Beh and selected
northern locations.
But the limits on where these types of resort facilities can be placed may have a
resounding effect on the overall outlook of course construction. One obvious limit is the
location of the resort. Typically, resorts are found in areas that are popular vacation


































































































































Figure 8. Percent Participation By State, 1994
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appeal of resort courses in those areas, particularly in the winter months. Resort
locations are generally located within the vicinity of a sizable city. For instance, there
are many resorts close to the areas in Miami, Tampa, Phoeni~ and Palm Springs, just to
name a few. But this is not always the case. Hilton Head, SC, Pinehurst, NC, and
Northern Michigan are examples of resort areas with great reputations but not located
near a large city. These resort courses can survive in remote areas because their
customers are generally not from the immediate area. Many people who play resort
courses are on vacation or happen to be in the area on business and choose these place
because of their fabulous facilities dedicated to both golf and business. Table 10 breaks
down major resort construction. The resorts are sorted by county. Each resort area is
shown in the table along with the total number ofcourses constructed within theses
counties.
There are many different possibilities that explain why golf is not !,7fowing in
certain areas of the country where it theoretical1y should be growing. MSA's like Los
Angeles and New York are experiencing land shortages and high land costs. The
demand for golf is present, but the cost of land in these areas is too high for the
development of golf courses.
Environmental concerns also can affect the construction of golf courses in areas.
The fact that golf courses require many different kinds of pesticides and fertilizers make
them unpopular in certain areas. California, for one, is a state with very strict laws
governing the application of chemicals and fertilizers. Without the use of chemicals,












Courses Constructed Inside Resort Counties. 1989 to 1995
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Volusia Da)'tona 7 :1
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Camden Ozarks 2 : i
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Water concerns are also a problem in areas. A golf course requires a great deal of
irrigation and in some areas, primarily in the southwestern U.S., restrictions on water use
is a major concern. Water may not be available or may be too expensive to irrigate a golf
course. And in areas such as this, irrigation is vital to the survival of the golf course.
Chapter 4 addressed the hypotheses in relation to population impacting course
construction and the construction of courses in areas with high numbers of people per 18
hole equivalents to eliminate shortage ofholes. But this did not account for all course
construction.
This chapter explored other reasons for courses being built. Specifically, it
addressed the Northern Heartland region and the impacts it has had on course
construction. Participation is the highest in this area and the popularity of golf here is
unmatched anywhere else. This tradition and popularity has done a great deal in
supporting the game ofgolf in this region, even when it appeared that the growth of
population couldn't.
Other possible factors influencing the expansion of golf are mentioned. Resort
construction, water concerns, and environmental regulations all have impacts on the






















The purpose of this study was to examine the impacts that population growth has
had on construction of golf courses in each state and MSA. It has always been thought
that population is the biggest factor in the need for new facilities, but other factors
influencing course construction were analyzed as well and shown to be important.
The first hypothesis was that population growth influences course construction.
This should always be true, because if there is sizable population growth, then there will
be a demand for new golf facilities. But what needed to be determined is exactly how
much ofan impact population has had on the construction of new courses.
Location quotients (LQ's) were calculated and applied to states and MSA's to
demonstrate how their numbers stood in relation to national averages. The statelhole
population LQ's revealed that many of the states in the northeast and upper Midwest
experienced greater growth in golf facilities than in population. The LQ's for MSA's
revealed much of the same information. MSA's in the northern half of the U.S.,
particularly in the northeast had greater golf facility growth than population growth.
A Spearman's Rank Order Correlation Coefficient was applied to the categories
of percentage hole growth and percentage population growth. In this case, r. was
calculated to be .6171, and r was determined to be .3809. This indicated that population
growth explained approximately 38% of overall course construction in the U.S.















populations per 18 hole equivalent. The number of people per 18 hole equivalent was
calculated for each state in both 1989 and 1995. An LQ was also calculated to reveal
how each state compared to the national average. In comparing the figures from 1989 to
1995, it was discovered that there was not much change in the order of the states from
1989 to 1995. But the nation as a whole dropped the national average by approximately
2,000 people per 18 hole equivalent.
Another phenomena that was discovered during this study was that course growth
occurred in the "Northern Heartland" golf region despite low increases in population
growth. This was referred to several times as the "heart" of golf in the U.S. Throughout
the study, the states in the Northern Heartland region were consistently found to have
tremendous facility construction. Even though the rise in population numbers were not
as high in the Northern Heartland states than in other states, course construction
remained strong.
Extremely high participation percentages among the population is the single most
important factor in the ongoing construction in this region. High quality public courses
are the nonn in this region, and the public golfers are the main golf group that needs to
be satisfied. The popularity ofgolf in this area will always draw large numbers of
people, and new facilities will always be in demand. This area has always been home to
golf in the U.S. and harbors a tradition that is unmatched by the rest of the country.
Despite the accommodating climate that the South enjoys, golf remains a
secondary sport in this region. As illustrated earlier, participation rates are low and













fonowing here, unlike other sports such as football and outdoor activities like hunting
and fishing. This is the perfect example of the power that tradition and popularity have
in the influence ofcourse construction in a certain area.
The Northern Heartland region of the U.S. is a prime example of how other
influences have corne into play with relation to golf course construction in the U.S.
Population was believed to have been the single greatest factor in the rise in number of
courses in the U.S. But the Northern Heartland region demonstrated that the tradition
and popularity of the game can be a big influence on the expansion ofgolf The
participation figures showed the success that golf is experiencing here and that-is the
single greatest factor in the continuing construction ofcourses in the region. Other
regions across the U.S. are improving in terms of courses being built. The South Atlantic
region is growing, mainly due to the rise in resort construction in Florida and the
Carolinas. The West is experiencing good growth with the boom of golf in cities like Las
Vegas and the Phoenix areas. But all other regions pale in comparison to the status of
golf in the Northern Heartland.
This information provided by this study can be usefully applied in different areas.
First, the analysis of the construction dynamics of each state and MSA would be very
helpful to anyone wanting to develop a new golf course. This study pinpoints the regions
across the country where new course construction can be successful. The breakdown of
MSA's would be particularly useful when looking at which cities might be the best for
new course construction.
The resort data provided in this study also has applied value. The popularity of
-
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resort courses that mix business and golf make this infonnation valuable. The
identification of resort coun~ies across the u.s. illustrates where resort courses are being
located and are successful.
Further research could focus on the construction dynamics in particular MSA's.
The in depth analysis of such cities like Las Vegas, Dallas, Atlanta, and Chicago would
provide for an interesting study, specifically case studies that compare cities of similar
size but different golf characteristics. Good examples of this kind of study would be the
current situation with Dallas and Atlanta. These are two cities similar in size, but worlds
apart in golf Both are growing, Dallas at 9% from 1989 to 1995, and Atlanta at ]4%,
but Atlanta experienced hole growth of nearly 40%, while Dallas had hole growth of only
10%. A case study examining the reasons for these differences would be a suitable
project in the future.
Another project would be the follow up of many of these new golf courses.
Surveys could be sent to individual courses tracking how these courses have done since
their inception. This data would be valuable to track and analyze individual regions
across the U.S. and show the strengths and weaknesses of each region's golf community.
Also several possible impacts on construction that were mentioned in this study
could be explored further. Such subjects as environmental regulations that may
help/hinder course development, tourism areas, retirement migration patterns, analysis of
resort and retirement community golf, and the geographic differences in the role of
women in golf are all issues that may be having influences on the expansion of golf
today.
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Holes Before Holes 1989 % Increase 19119 1995 % Increase Course Before Courses 19119 % Increase Private Holes Private Holes
Slale 1989 and After Holes Population Population in Population 19119 and After in Courses Refore 1989 1989 and After
N_ASKA 135 63 0.467 547000 615424 0.125 12 5 0.417 9 0
ALABI\MI\ 3150 792 0.251 4030000 4249837 0.055 193 36 0.187 15411 90
ARKANSAS 1971 306 0.155 2346000 2471910 0.054 130 25 0.192 1197 90
ARIZONA 3546 729 0.206 3622000 4155806 0147 200 40 0200 1071 135
CALIFORN1A 12285 2268 0.1!l5 29218000 31678652 0.084 717 96 0.134 4716 369
COLORA!X) 2655 450 0169 3276000 3724429 0.137 159 31 0.195 855 27
CONNECTICUT 5238 81 0.015 3283000 3272168 "{).OO3 158 7 0.044 1224 27
DELAWARE 432 108 0.250 658000 712398 0.083 21 7 0.333 306 27
FLORIDA 15309 3153 0.206 12638000 14118076 0117 748 176 0.235 6786 1044
GEORGIA 4464 1467 0.329 6411000 7160359 0.117 265 1I4 0.317 2205 279
HAWAII 1107 342 0.309 1095000 1190170 0.087 52 19 0365 243 72
IOWA 3978 306 0.077 2771000 2837678 0.024 370 25 0.068 972 27
IDAHO 1089 99 0.091 994000 1156283 0163 8\ 7 0.0R6 207 0
ILLrNOIS !l505 1404 0.165 11410000 11805251 0035 538 93 0.173 2799 234
INDIANA 5571 990 0178 5524000 5787633 0.04!l 348 67 0.193 1458 72
KANSAS 2727 306 0.112 2473000 2567031 0.038 222 21 0.Q95 1278 36
KENTUCKY 2907 810 0.279 3677000 3850163 0.047 198 55 0278 1269 198
LOUlSIANA 2034 99 0.049 4253000 4330077 0.018 141 8 0.057 1098 0
Mi\SSACHUSETT5 4635 387 0.083 6015000 6048812 0.006 311 27 0.087 1665 45
MARYLAND 2250 549 0.244 4727000 5040705 0066 124 31 0.250 1314 72
MAINE 1368 135 0.099 1220000 1242600 0.019 110 12 0.109 216 27
MICHIOAN 11133 2187 0.196 9253000 9524277 0.029 643 126 0.196 2250 207
MfNNESOTA 5058 927 0.183 4338000 4600326 0.060 354 61 0.172 891 45
M1SSOURI 3591 846 0.236 5096000 5305803 0.041 256 55 0.215 1404 171
MISSISSIPPI 1944 333 0.171 2574000 2687798 0.044 140 24 0.171 1152 45
MONTANA 954 180 0.189 800000 867075 0.084 72 14 0.194 252 0
N.CAROLlNA 7488 1197 0.160 6565000 7147392 0.089 414 72 0.174 2718 270
N. DAKOTA 1053 81 0.077 646000 638633 "{).Oll 102 6 0.059 198 0
NEBRASKA 1935 495 0.256 1575000 1629848 0.035 159 38 0239 603 54
NEW HAMPSHIRE 1170 225 0.192 1105000 1143963 0.035 82 17 0.207 \80 0




% Incren~e in Private Cnurses Private Courses % Increase in Public Holes Public Holes % Increase in Public Courses Public Courses
State Private Iloies Before 1989 1989 and Aller Private Courses Before 1989 19&9 and After Public Holes Before 19&9 19&9 and After
ALASKA 0000 I 0 0.000 126 63 0.500 II 5
AlABAMA 0.05& 98 6 0.061 1467 702 0.479 95 30
ARKANSAS 0.075 75 5 0.067 774 216 0.279 55 20
ARIZONA 0.126 54 7 0.130 2475 594 0.240 146 33
CALiFORN[A 0.078 253 22 0.087 7569 1170 0.155 464 74
COLORADO 0.032 44 2 0.045 1800 423 0235 I IS 29
CONNECTIClIT 0.022 73 2 0.027 1359 54 0.040 85 5
DELAWARE 0.08& 14 4 0.286 126 36 0.286 7 3
FLORIDA 0.154 3u8 53 0.[72 8523 2109 0.247 440 123
GEORGIA 0.127 125 14 0.112 2259 11&8 0.526 140 70
IIAWAlI 0.296 14 4 0.286 864 270 0.313 38 15
[OWA 0.028 80 2 0.025 3006 279 0093 290 23
IDAHO 0.000 13 0 0.000 &82 99 0.112 68 7
ILLINOIS 0.084 174 13 0.075 5706 1170 0.205 364 80
[NDIANA 0.049 89 4 0.045 4113 918 0.223 259 63
KANSAS 0.028 100 2 0.020 1449 270 0.186 122 19
KENTIJCKY 0.156 82 12 0.146 1638 612 0.374 116 43
LOUISIANA 0.000 76 0 0.000 936 99 0.106 65 8
MASSACHUSETlS 0.027 104 3 0029 2970 342 O[ 15 207 24
MARYLAND 0.055 68 4 0.059 936 477 0.510 56 27
MAINE 0.125 [5 2 0.133 1152 108 0.094 95 10
MICHIGAN 0.092 127 12 0.094 8883 1980 0.223 516 114
MINNESOTA 0.051 55 3 0.055 4167 882 0.212 299 58
MISSOURI 0.122 100 10 0.100 2187 675 0.309 156 45
MISSISSIPPI 0.039 90 4 0.044 792 288 0.364 50 19
MONTANA 0.000 17 0 0.000 702 180 0.256 55 14
N. CAROLINA 0.099 IU 15 0.106 4770 927 0.194 272 57
N.DAKOTA 0.000 16 0 0.000 855 81 0.095 86 6
NEBRASKA 0.090 44 3 0.068 1332 441 0.331 115 35
NEW HAMPSHIRE 0.000 13 0 0.000 990 225 0.227 69 17
NEW JERSEY 0.090 112 12 0.107 1989 180 0.090 114 11
0\
0
Holes Before Holes 1989 'ereent Ineress 1989 1995 Percent Increase Course Before Courses 1989 'ercent InClClls Private Holes Private Holes
State 1989 aDd Alter Holes Population Population in Population 1989 and After in Courses Before 1989 1989 and After
NEW MEXICO 1062 126 0.119 1504000 1679572 0.117 68 7 0.103 306 18
NEVADA 684 405 0.592 1137000 1501577 0.321 39 22 0.564 RI 153
NEW YORK 11169 990 0.089 17983000 18193530 0012 694 76 0.110 3R70 144
01110 10539 1146 0.109 10829000 11140120 0.029 631 74 0.117 2862 306
OKlAHOMA 2340 324 0.138 ooסס315 3276731 0.040 158 21 0.133 720 0
OREG0N 2106 450 0.214 2791000 3126934 0.120 142 :n 0.225 522 99
PENNSYLVANIA 9765 972 0.100 11866000 12074991 0.DI8 594 63 0.106 3456 252
RHODE ISLAND 684 36 0.053 1001000 994783 -0.006 46 2 0.043 324 0
S. CAROLINA 4572 1287 0.281 3457000 3691462 0.068 242 69 0.285 1566 297
S. DAKOTA 1161 162 0.140 697000 725397 0.041 104 14 0.135 333 45
TENNESSEE 3330 657 0197 4854000 5229824 0.077 213 38 0.178 1422 99
TEXAS 10476 1179 0.113 16807000 18629572 0.108 647 77 0.119 4608 189
UTAH 1161 225 0.194 1706000 1942224 0.138 75 14 0.187 216 0
VIRGINIA 3897 828 0.212 ooסס612 6614831 0.081 228 50 0.219 1980 189
VERMONT 828 27 0.033 558000 583090 0.045 55 2 0.036 135 0
WASHINGTON 3186 657 0.206 4746000 5421995 0.142 217 40 0.184 882 36
WISCONSIN 5850 756 0.129 4857000 5113067 0053 384 56 0.146 990 63
W. VIRGfNIA 1539 198 0.129 1807000 1826929 0.011 105 14 0.133 414 27
WYOMING 630 18 0.029 458000 480158 0.048 46 2 0.043 81 0
0\..-
Perccnt Incrcae Privale Courses Private Courses -Percent Increase Public Holes PuhlicHoles Percent Increase Public Courses Public Courses
Stale 111 Pri\'nle Holes Refore 19~9 1989 and After in Private Courses Bcf\lrC 19R9 1989 and After in Public Holes Before 1989 1989 and After
NEWMFXICO 0.059 19 0 0000 756 108 0.143 49 6
NEVADA 1.889 4 8 2.000 6(13 252 0418 35 14
NEW YORK 0.037 229 9 0.039 7299 846 0.116 465 67
01 lin 0.107 165 15 0.091 7677 840 0.109 466 59
OKLAHOMA 0.000 46 0 0.000 1620 324 0.200 112 21
OREGON 0.190 33 6 0.182 1584 351 0.222 109 26
PENNSYLVANIA 0.073 203 15 0.074 6309 720 0.114 391 48
RHODE ISLAND 0.000 20 0 0.000 360 36 0.100 26 2
S.CAROLINA 0.190 84 17 0.202 3006 990 0.329 158 52
S. DAKOTA 0.135 27 3 0.111 828 117 0141 77 II
TENNESSEE 0.070 86 5 0.058 1908 558 0.292 127 33
TEXAS 0.041 264 10 0.038 5868 990 0169 383 67
UTAH 0.000 12 0 0.000 945 225 0.238 63 14
VIRGINIA 0.095 116 II 0.095 1917 639 0.333 112 39
VERMONT 0.000 7 0 0.000 693 27 0.039 48 2
WASlIlNGTON 0.041 54 2 0.037 2304 621 0.270 163 38
WISCONSIN 0.064 60 4 0.067 4860 693 0.143 324 52
W. VIRGINIA 0.065 29 2 0.069 1125 171 0.152 76 12






19~9 1?9~ Ol'olncrefts.: COUrse:; Courses 1989 %Incren~ lIole. Ikfo,. 1I010s 1989 % IncreU< Prj,·ol.lIol..
MSA Popul.1ion Population in Populnlion Ikforc 1989 and After i1,COUr.tlt"S 1989 10 199~ in Hol« Ikfore 1989
l\hilene. TX 119655 122382 0.023 6 0 0.000 90 0 0.000 ~4
Akron,Oll 657575 679959 0.034 41 6 0.146 810 84 0.104 243
AlbAny. GA 112561 117792 0.046 3 1 0.333 45 18 0.400 18
A1ban'·-Sc........,.dy-Tro)". NY 861424 876783 0.018 47 3 0.064 810 27 oon 252
Albuquerque. NM ~89131 6~~913 O.II~ 13 I 0.077 279 27 0.097 117
Alexandria. LA 1315~6 125137 ..0.049 5 0 0.000 63 0 0.000 36
AlIenlo"1\·Bcthl<hem·Eas!on, PA 595081 614395 0.032 IS ~ 0.333 306 72 0.235 171
AI1oona. PA tJOH2 131983 0.011 6 I 0.167 90 9 0.100 36
A010rill.,.1:'< 187547 198917 0061 ~ 3 0.600 99 4~ 0.4~~ 36
Ann Arl>or. MI 4900~8 519563 0.060 40 16 0.400 657 315 0.479 207
Anniston, AL 116034 117222 0.010 7 0 0.000 108 0 0.000 36
:\ppl<1on-oshkosh-Ne"""h, WI 315121 335192 0.064 24 5 0.208 387 72 0.186 99
Asheville, NC 191774 205499 o.on 9 2 0.222 153 36 0.23~ n
Athens, GA 126262 134627 0.066 4 I 0.250 72 18 0.2~0 18
Atlanta. GA 2959950 3399341 0.14~ 84 33 0.393 IS48 612 0.395 873
AlI.ntic·Cape May. NJ 319416 331789 0.039 16 5 0.313 261 72 0.276 108
Augusta-Aiken. GA-SC 415184 4~3526 0.092 22 2 0.091 414 4~ 0.109 243
Austin·Son Marcus. TX 846227 985963 0.16~ 32 5 0."6 ~94 90 0.152 234
I.lakcnfidd. CA ~43477 618724 0.138 17 4 0235 261 72 0.276 108
Balli.marc. MD 2382172 2469249 0.031 41 13 0.277 846 243 0.287 H6
Bongor. ME 93544 90569 .(l.OD 6 0 0.000 90 0 0.000 18
HllfOslobl..Y1I1mO\I1h. .\1 A 134932 144335 0.070 25 2 0.080 450 36 0.080 153
Balon Rooge. LA 528264 563472 0.067 18 I 0.0~6 270 18 0.067 126
Beaumont·Port Arthur. TX 361226 374293 0.036 13 I 0.077 225 9 0.040 117
Bellinglll\Jlt. WA 127780 148336 0.161 14 3 0.214 180 54 0.300 36
Benton Harbor. MI 161378 161725 0.002 tJ 1 0077 243 18 0.074 72
Ikrgen-P....ic. NJ 1278440 1309100 0.024 27 I 0037 486 27 0.056 261
Billifl&'l,MT 1134\9 124440 0.097 7 I 0143 126 18 0.143 90
Hiloxi-Gulfpx1-PllS<'~gotlla.MS 312368 344579 0.103 IS 2 0.133 270 36 0.133 63
Binghan.ton, NY 264497 261009 .(l.on 18 3 0167 333 4~ 0.13~ 81
l3im,ingh.m. N. R40140 mn9 O.04S J2 6 0.188 567 144 0.254 369
BiSlll4tCk. NO 83831 89040 0.062 5 I 0.200 72 18 0.250 18
l3I00mingtOll, 1:-< 108978 114821 0.054 5 2 0.400 90 4~ O.sao 18
1ll000ningtol1-Nonn.1. IL 129180 13903-1 0.076 9 2 0.222 117 36 0.308 45
Boise City, II) 295851 357113 0.207 14 3 0.214 207 36 0.174 63
IloslOl~ MA-NII 3226935 3241647 0.005 ILl 12 0.106 1119 1119 0.110 774
Bouldor·LO!1gmont. l') 225339 25)917 0.127 9 2 0.222 144 36 0.250 45
Brazoria, TX 191707 214876 0.121 10 0 0.000 144 0 0.000 54
Bremerton, WA 18973\ 225363 0.188 7 1 0.143 117 18 0.154 36
Bridgeport. CT 443729 44lgl2 ..o.llO-I 16 0 0.000 261 0 0.000 135
Brockt,,,,- MA 236409 238911 0.011 14 0 0.000 207 0 0.000 4~
BrownSl,lI..IIartingen-Son U<.-niIO. r.\ 260120 306757 0.17'J II 2 0.182 207 27 0.130 63
a.,..n-College Slation. TX 121862 132165 0.08~ 3 1 0.333 54 18 0.333 18
BulTDIe>-Niago.ra ralls, NY 1189288 118797S ..0.001 46 8 0.174 783 90 0.1 IS 288
Burlinglon. VT 1~4O~8 162121 0.052 10 I 0.100 IH 18 0.118 18
ClUIloo-Massillon. OH 394106 403728 0.024 24 4 0.167 468 63 0.135 99
~Cosptf. WY 61226 64361 O.OSl 3 0 0.000 4~ 0 0.000 18
Private H(ll~ % Im.."f'ca.~ Privale Cou~"'S Private CUUBl...~ ~'O InacD~ in I'uhlic Holes Puhlic lIuk. ~b Irb.TCIiSC PublicCou..... Public CourSt's °oIn~
MSA I')8? and Afler in Priv:'l¢ lIol~$ Belt"e 1989 1989 and Aflcr Privnl~ Cl1UfUS Befi>rc 19K9 1989 and An~r in Public Hoi... l3.>t"re 1989 1989 and AI"". in Puhli. Coo.....
Ahil."e. T:'\ 0 0.000 .1 0 0.000 36 0 0(100 3 0 0.000
Akrun.OIl 18 0.074 11 I 0.083 ~67 66 o Jl6 29 5 0.172
i\lb.lIy.GA 0 0.000 I 0 0.000 27 18 0667 2 I 0.500
.\lb.n\,·So:he"eclady·Tro\,. NY 0 0.000 14 0 0.000 SS8 27 0.048 33 3 0.091
Albuquerque. N~l 0 0.000 6 0 0.000 162 27 0.167 7 1 0.143
AI~xandria. LA 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 27 0 0.000 3 0 0.000
,\lkl1lown-Jk,hld"-'"111-E:l~1nn.PI\. 0 0.000 7 (J 0.000 135 72 0.~33 8 5 0.625
Altoon•• I'A 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 54 9 0.167 4 I 0250
.'\nllmllo. TX 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 63 45 0.714 3 .1 1.000
Ann AIbor. MI 18 0.087 13 I 0.077 450 297 0.660 27 15 0556
AnniotM.AL 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 n 0 0.000 5 0 0.000
Al'plc'o,..o.hko.h·Nc""ah, WI 0 0.000 6 0 0.000 288 n 0.2'0 18 5 0.278
Asheville. NC 0 0.000 4 0 0.000 81 36 0.444 5 2 0,400
Athem.GA 0 0.000 J 0 0.000 54 18 0.333 3 I 0.333
Atlanta.OA 153 0.175 44 8 0182 675 459 0.680 40 25 0.625
Allantic·Cape May. NJ 18 0.167 5 2 0.400 153 S4 0.3'3 II 3 0.273
Allguslll·Aik"".OA·SC 27 0.111 11 1 0.091 171 18 O.IOS II I 0.091
..\lIstin~S8n Man..'OS. 1";\ 0 0.000 10 0 0.000 360 90 0.1'0 22 , 0.227
Ilak=licld. CA 18 0.167 7 I 0.143 \53 54 0.353 10 3 0.300
Bollimore. MD n 0.125 29 4 0.138 270 171 0.633 18 9 O.SOO
Bong<'l'.ME 0 0.000 I 0 0.000 72 0 0.000 , 0 0.000
1l;,mslJlblc-Y."""olh. MA 18 0.1\8 K I 0.125 297 18 0.061 17 I 0.059
naton Rouge. I.A 0 0.000 9 0 0000 144 18 0.125 9 I 0.1 II
Iknllmont·Pon Arthur. TX 0 0.000 7 0 0.000 108 9 0.083 6 1 0.167
Bellingham. WA 0 0.000 3 0 0.000 144 54 0.3" II 3 0.273
II.:nlon Harhor. ~11 0 0.000 4 0 0.000 171 18 0.105 9 I 0.111
II.:rgoll.Passnic. NJ 27 0.103 15 1 0.067 225 0 0_000 12 0 0.000
lIillin~.~IT 0 0.000 5 0 0.000 36 IR 0.500 2 I O.~OO
lJil",i·(Julrport·I''''''agoul.. ~'S 0 0.000 4 0 0000 207 36 0.174 II 2 0.182
Uinglwnlorl. NY 0 0.000 4 0 0.000 2n 4~ 0.179 14 3 0.214
Birnlin8h:nn. AI. .16 0.098 20 2 0.100 198 108 0.545 12 4 0.333
Bisma.,,:It,ND 0 0.000 I 0 0.000 54 18 0.333 4 1 0.250
Bloomington. IN 0 0.000 I 0 0.000 n 45 0.625 4 2 0.500
lllomnington-NonnoJ. lL 0 0.000 .1 0 0.000 72 36 0.500 6 2 0.333
1I0i.., City. II> 0 0.000 4 0 0.000 144 36 0.250 10 .1 0.300
lloston, MANI" 18 0.023 47 I 0.Q21 945 171 0.181 66 II 0.167
Boulder-Longmont. CO 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 99 J6 0.364 7 2 0.286
Bmzon•. T:'\ 0 0.000 .1 0 0.000 90 0 0.000 7 0 0.000
lm.'Tl,,:Itun. \V i\ 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 81 18 0.222 5 I 0.200
Bridgeport. cT 0 0.000 R 0 0.000 126 0 0.000 8 0 0.000
Broc:klon.. MA 0 0.000 3 0 0.000 162 0 0.000 II 0 0.000
l!ro\\'1lS,ille-H:u-lingen-San Benito. TX 18 0.286 3 1 0.333 144 9 0.063 8 I 0.125
nr;'Un-eoll.g~Slal;on. T:'\ 18 1.000 I I 1.000 36 0 0.000 2 0 0.000
lJutr"Ie>-Ni.&"r:l Fall.. NY 18 0.063 16 1 0.063 495 72 0.145 30 7 0.233
Burlington, VI' 0 0.000 I 0 0.000 135 18 O.ID 9 , 0.111
CMtnn-MassiIlDll.OH 18 0.182 6 I 0.167 369 45 0.122 18 .1 0.167 O'i
<:"'1"-"'. WY 0 0000 I 0 0.000 27 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 VI
1989 199~ % 1rK.Te1\~ Courses Cou,...1989 %t'ncre~ Holes Before Holes 1989 ~illn<:rease' PrivlIle Hoi..
MS/\ l'l'rulation PopulntiOlI in Popublion IJ<lorc 1989 and An.. inCou~'S 1989 to 199~ in Holes B<fore 1989
C,'<l.r Ropids. IA 168767 178187 0.0~6 II I 0.091 1~3 18 0.118 45
Ch:unp.ign·Urbana. II. 173025 166410 -0.038 8 a 0.000 171 a 0.000 63
Clwl...lon·NO<1h Charleston. SC 50687~ ~243n 0.034 22 10 0.4~5 4~0 180 0.400 13~
Charleslon. WV 2~0<4~4 2~B07 0.019 10 I 0.100 162 9 0.056 72
Chorlotle-Oaslonia·Rock Hill. NC·SC 1162093 1277305 0.099 49 8 0.163 873 13~ 0.155 387
CharlOltC!ville. VA 131107 142148 0.084 5 2 0.400 90 36 0.400 90
Cho"onoog•. TN·n.\ 424147 441902 0.041 17 5 0.294 270 81 0.300 I ~.l
Chey...nne. WY 71142 78950 0.079 ~ 0 0.000 72 0 0.000 0
Chi....go:lI. 7410858 7710948 0.040 242 ~1 0.211 4293 801 0.187 1485
Chic,<>-Porndi.." l'A 182120 193848 0.064 7 I 0.143 90 18 0.200 18
CinciMati, OH·KY·m I~26092 1589745 0.0<42 70 20 0.286 1224 324 0.265 450
CI"",-<vill<-llopkinsvill... , TN·"Y 169439 189129 0.116 7 2 0.286 126 36 0.286 63
CI...",ll\I\d.Lon';n.EI)T;n.OII 2.202069 2223702 0.010 115 7 0.061 2052 117 0.057 504
Colo""OO Springs. CU 397014 464228 0.169 14 3 0.214 297 36 0.121 \98
Col\lmhia.MO 112379 123117 0.096 7 0 0.000 108 a 0.000 54
Colomhi., Sl' 4~3331 4911~8 0.083 17 6 (U53 333 90 0.270 171
Columbu•• OI\·;\1, 260860 276622 0.060 10 3 0.300 225 54 0.240 81
Columbll1.0H 134~450 143H79 0.067 68 I~ 0.221 1116 252 0.226 396
Corpuo ChristL TX 349894 380058 0.086 II 0 0.000 198 0 0.000 99
Cumberland, MD-\\' V 101643 100885 -0.007 4 I 0.250 54 \8 0.333 36
DlIlI.... TX 2676248 2937452 0.098 7~ 12 0.160 1467 153 0.104 738
I).nb",:". l'T 193~97 199879 0.032 II 0 0.000 1~3 0 0.000 90
O""vil\o. '1/\ 108711 110131 o.on 6 0 0000 108 0 0.000 72
D'\'\.'f\pO<1·Moline·Roc:k lsl..\d. 1.-\·11. 350861 3~8566 0.022 26 I Om8 378 IS 0.048 lOS
OI)1on·Spri"glidd.01l 9~1270 9~6091 O.OOl 3J 6 0.182 675 90 0.133 270
l)aytOl1ll Il.:ooh. Fl. 399413 448514 0.123 24 9 0.37~ 432 1~3 0.3~4 90
J)e,,-.lllr.1\L 111~~6 139776 0.062 7 a 0.000 108 a 0.000 .16
I>.:,:olllr. 11. 117106 116254 -OOOX 7 I 0.143 108 18 0.167 4~
I'>"."V\.T.CU 1622980 18'2788S 0.126 54 5 0.093 1026 81 0.079 432
Dc.< Moin.:s, IA 392928 420532 0.070 22 3 0.136 369 54 0.146 135
D<troiL MI 4266654 4309716 0.010 168 42 0.250 3123 729 0.233 792
I>'~h"t .\1. 1109<>'1 13~167 0.032 7 2 0.286 126 ~4 0.429 72
l"'veT. LlE 110993 120823 0.089 3 '1' 0.333 H IS 0.333 36
Dubuque.IA 86403 88435 0024 6 a 0.000 90 0 0.000 36
Dululh-Suporior. MN·\\'I 239971 240809 0.003 22 3 0.136 297 4~ 0.152 45
Duld,.,.. Counly. NY 259462 261587 0.008 17 2 0.118 216 27 0.12~ 90
£au CI.;"" WI 137543 142650 0.037 II 1 0.091 IH 9 0059 36
l::l Paso. TX 591610 6m61 0.14~ 8 3 0.375 162 H 0.333 99
Elkh:lr1-Oosho..". IN 156198 16~518 0.060 10 2 0.200 180 27 O.I~O 72
I;1111;",./IIY 9~195 94.157 -0.009 4 0 0000 81 f) O.DOll 18
Enid. OK 56735 571J30 0.005 3 0 0.000 45 0 0.000 18
Eri.. PA 275572 281018 0.020 20 3 0.150 306 27 0.088 90
EUgcne-Springlieid. OR 28'2912 301546 0.066 13 2 O.IH 189 36 0,190 63
f,'';.n.'<ViII ...·\Imd.......,n. IN·)O;Y 278990 287875 0.032 16 I 0.063 252 9 0.016 108
FaI}lO-Moorl1cad. NI).MN 1~3296 163180 0.06-4 14 2 0.143 189 36 0.190 63
FlI~'Ctlevill.. Nl' 274~66 289728 0.05~ 7 2 0.286 126 36 0.286 72
FoyetlevilJe..Spring<bIc-R,,&,'l'S, J\R 210908 248492 0.178 7 6 0.857 207 72 0.348 162 0\
Fitd'bJrg-1""""ins!cT. M1\ 138165 138'262 0.001 7 0 0.000 108 a 0.000 18 0\
Ilri\71h:H(lJ~ o"II,,"Tca~ l'rivolo CO"....... l'rivul. COtll,.. . °4Incr~il1 Public Iloles Public Hoi.. 0/0 Increase Public Coones Public Courses ~o Increa.se
MSA 1989 and All",. in PrivAte Hoi.. Before 1989 1989 end After Privete Cou~ Belore 1989 1989 and After in Public 1101.,. flcrore 1989 1989 end Aller in Public Counc:."S
Cedar Rnpid.•. 11\ 0 0.000 3 0 0.000 108 18 0.167 8 I 0.123
Champaign-U,onn". II. 0 U.ooO 4 0 0.000 108 0 0.000 4 0 0.000
Charl«lon·North Charl<'!lun, SC 36 0267 7 2 0286 315 144 0.457 15 8 0.533
Charleston. WV 0 0000 4 0 0.000 90 9 0.100 6 I 0.167
Charlon~Oastonie-RockHill. NC-SC 54 0.140 20 3 0.150 486 81 0.167 29 S 0.172
Charlonc:sville. VA 36 0.400 5 2 0.400 0 0 0 0 #DIVIO:
ChnnMoog•. TN·OA 18 0.118 9 I 0111 117 63 0.538 8 4 0.500
C""Y="'. Wy 0 0 0 72 0 O.UOO 5 0 0.000
Chicogo. II. 216 0.145 81 12 0.148 2808 585 0.208 161 39 0.242
Chiro-PlIf1Idisc. CA 18 1.000 1 I 1.000 72 0 0.000 6 0 0.000
Cincinnati. Oil·)';\' ·IN 99 U.220 26 6 0.231 774 207 0.267 44 13 0.295
CI.ri",·ille-llopkinsvill<. TN-K\' 0 0.000 3 0 0.000 63 36 0.571 4 2 0.500
Cleveland-lol'llin-ElyriA, DH 18 0.036 28 I 0.036 1548 99 0.064 87 6 0069
C"lorud" Springs. CO 0 0.000 8 0 0.000 99 36 0.364 6 3 0.500
Columbia, MO 0 0.000 4 0 0.000 54 0 0.000 3 0 0.000
Columoi•. SC 45 0.263 8 3 0.375 162 45 0.278 9 3 0.333
Columbu~GA-AL 0 0.000 4 0 0.000 144 54 0375 6 3 0.500
Columbus. Oil 117 0.295 23 6 0.261 720 135 0.188 45 9 0.200
Corpus Christi. TX a 0.000 6 0 0.000 99 0 0.000 5 0 0.000
Cumhcrl.nd. MD-W\' 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 18 18 1.000 2 I 0.500
DellllS,TX 0 0.000 38 0 0.000 729 153 0.210 37 12 0.324
Danbury. CT 0 0.000 7 0 0.000 63 0 0.000 4 0 0.000
D.nvilk VA 0 0.000 4 0 0.000 36 0 0.000 2 0 0.000
D,wllf'Or1-Molinc-Rock Islend. IA-IL 0 0.000 7 0 0.000 270 18 0.067 19 I 0.053
n.)1on·Springficld 011 18 0.067 14 1 0.071 405 72 0.178 19 5 0.263
l>.)10nn DeACh. FL 18 0.200 5 1 0200 342 135 0.395 19 8 0.421
Dtcolur. Al. 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 72 0 0.000 5 0 0.000
I)""el"r. It 0 0.000 J 0 0.000 63 18 0286 4 I 0.250
1>-..""",.. CO 0 0.000 21 0 0.000 594 HI 0.1.\6 11 ~ lJ.161
Ih..'S ~hlil"-":\. I!\ 1M o.ln ~ I 0.111 234 36 lJ.1S4 13 2 0.154
Dclroil. MI 90 0.114 42 6 0.143 2331 (,39 0.274 126 16 0.286
1",lhAn. AI. 0 0.000 .1 lJ O.lI(I() 54 54 1.000 4 2 0.500
»ov,:r. In: 18 0.500 2 1 0.500 1M 0 O.OlJO I 0 0.000
1l""'''~I<. 1,\ lJ 0.000 2 II lJ.I)()() ~·l II lJ.INN) 4 II II.OUU
I)llh,lh..S"J"-'f;'''. MN·WI u 0.000 .1 U U.OOO 2~2 45 lJ.I7') 19 .1 11.158
J)utdh..~ ('t'\lIlt~·. :"l Y lJ 0.000 8 I) O.lJOO 126 27 0_214 ') 2 lJ.222
1'~1l1 <.:I,;"" WI 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 117 ~ 0.U77 9 I 0.111
1·:II'''''''.TX 36 0364 S 2 0.400 63 18 0.286 J I 0,333
Elkhart-Gash.., .. IN 0 0.000 4 0 0.000 lOR 27 0.250 6 2 0.333
Elmira. NY 0 0.000 1 U U.OOO 63 u 0.000 3 0 0.000
Enid. OJ.; 0 0.000 I lJ u.OOO 27 0 0.000 2 0 0.000
Erie, PA 0 0.000 5 0 0.000 216 27 0.125 IS 3 0.200
I;u!:'-."..'-Springlicld. OR 0 0.000 4 0 0.000 126 36 0.286 9 2 0.222
E....~vill..Hendcnon, IN·KY 0 0.000 7 0 0.000 144 9 0.063 9 I 0.111
FlI1gO-M~ad.N().~IN 0 0.000 3 0 0.000 126 36 0.286 II 2 0.182
Feyetteville. NC 18 0.250 4 I 0.250 S4 18 0.333 3 I 0.333
b\\.'fl.\·ill..Springcble-Rol!':n. AR 18 0.111 " 1 0.250 45 54 1.200 3 5 1.667 0\Fih.:hhurg.I"''''('nli~...,... ~II\ 0 0.000 I 0 0.000 ?O 0 {WOO 6 0 0.000 -....I
j
1989 1995 %III~." Courses Courses 1989 % Increa."" BuIes Ikf,'r. Holes 1989 0'0 In""'.... Privat.lloles
MSA Populatioo Population in Papul.tio" Ikfore 1989 and After in Courses 1989 to 1995 inHales Bcfor< 1989
~1int. MI 4J0459 433547 0.007 24 4 0.167 405 63 0.156 162
Florence. i\L DI327 136J78 0.038 9 2 0.222 126 36 0.286 54
Florence, SC 114344 122244 0.069 4 I 0.250 72 18 0.250 36
Fort Collim·Lo,·etand. CO 186136 217277 0.167 II 3 0.273 171 36 0.211 36
Fort Loudmlal<. FL 1255488 1409104 0.122 54 2 0.037 1188 45 0.038 414
Fort My",,-eal'" Coral. FL 335113 373570 0.115 43 9 0.209 846 144 0170 387
Fort Pierce-Pan SI. Luci•. Fl. 25t071 283576 0.129 38 12 0.316 729 In 0.263 495
Fort Smith, AR·m; 175911 186759 0.062 9 2 0.222 135 18 0.133 36
Fort Wallon Beach, FL 143776 164429 0.144 10 5 0.500 252 72 0.286 63
Fort Wayne, IN 45628\ 471049 0032 31 4 0.129 5D 72 0.140 72
Fort Worth·Arlington. TX 1361034 1481551 0.089 38 7 0.184 684 99 0.145 315
Fr<sno, CA 755580 847090 0.121 17 4 0.235 270 63 0.233 99
Gadsden. AL 99840 100519 0.007 5 I 0.200 81 36 0.444 63
Gair=ville, FL 181596 195415 0.076 6 1 0.167 108 18 0,167 36
G.lveston·T""" CilY. TX 217399 237575 0.093 8 0 0.000 153 0 0.000 81
G.ry. IN 604526 622261 0.029 28 I 0.036 522 9 0.017 144
Gk""Fall.. NY 118539 122722 0.035 14 3 0.214 189 45 0.238 36
Goldsboro. NC 104666 109948 0.050 5 I 0.200 90 18 0,200 54
Grnnd Foro, ND-MN 103181 103697 0.005 II 1 0.091 126 9 0,071 36
Grand Rapids-Muskegon-Holland. MI 937891 992697 0.058 69 9 0.130 1314 171 0,130 234
G,ut Falls. MT 77691 8178\ 0.053 4 I 0.250 63 18 0.286 18
Gmley, CO 131821 146643 0.112 5 I 0.200 81 18 0.222 4S
U•••" Bay. WI 194594 209397 0.076 10 3 0.300 162 45 0.278 18
Grcem!><'ro-Winston.S.I<m-High PoillL NC 1050304 1116891 0.063 61 14 0.230 1125 234 0.208 288
" ....will.. NC 107924 117771 0.091 6 0 0.000 108 0 0.000 72
Grn'T1\'ilk,Spar1.anburg·Anderson. SC 8J0563 880286 0.060 37 7 0.1~9 684 117 0.171 )5 I
1bg..-mown. MI) 121393 127213 0.048 5 1 0.200 72 18 0.250 27
lIa",ihon·Middloh)\\lI. Oil 316450 JI6450 0000 14 3 0.214 234 36 0.154 90
lI:utishurg-Ltbanon-C.r1i.I<.1'1\ 587986 613062 0.043 29 3 O.IOJ 477 54 0.113 198
Hartford. CT 1157618 II ~0435 -0.006 ~3 2 0038 954 18 0.019 315
lIatti<Shuf8- MS 98738 104613 0.060 5 2 0.400 81 27 0.333 18
II ickory-Morgnnl,"'. NC 292409 308177 O.OH 15 3 0.200 297 36 (1.121 81
11<0,,,,,,.1.1\ 181842 187985 0.028 (, () 0.000 72 0 0.000 4~
1I0uston. TX .lJ22025 370R479 0.116 76 14 0.184 1539 261 0.170 927
Ihll1lillS"",·I\<I11,u><1. WV·KY-()II 312529 316R7') 0.U14 15 .1 (j.2()() 198 54 (U7.l 63
Ilun..vilk i\L 293047 320111 0.092 10 I 0.100 171 H 0.316 72
h,dinllnpolis. IN 1.180491 1475465 0.069 70 20 0,286 1089 .133 0.306 396
luwn City. 11\ 96119 100806 0.049 7 I 0.143 81 9 0.111 9
Jadc.soo, MI 149756 153m 0.027 20 0 0.000 351 0 0.000 45
J.dc.soo, MS 395396 415004 0,050 16 3 O.IRS 333 36 0.108 207
Jack.__ 11'1 77982 &3.188 0.069 5 (j 0.000 72 0 0.000 3(,
Jad\,$uI\,,;11.:. Fl. 906727 984759 0.086 35 II 0.314 693 189 0.273 369
J."k""",ville., NC 149838 14586.1 .(1.027 6 () 0.000 115 0 0.000 ~4
J.ITI<"lO"1I. NY 141893 142064 0.001 16 2 0.125 2n 18 0.071 36
)1U\<:$'ille-Bo:loiL WI 139510 147020 0.0~4 10 0 0.000 171 0 0.000 36
leney City. NJ ~H099 552025 .(I.OOl 0 0 0 0 0
Johnsro City-Kingspon·Brist"l. TN·vA 436047 453155 0.039 17 4 0.235 270 54 0.100 63
'"J"""",,,,,". PA 241247 239328 .(I.OOS 23 0 0.000 297 0 0.000 36 00
Privat~ I h'lles % 1ft(.'TCas~ Pri\tale Cnurws PriYnt~ Coul"$e9 C!'Olnlr'Tt:t~ in Public lIoles Puhlic lIole.. % Inc:rcase Publi~ Courses Publk Coo..... °olncrea.s.e
MSA 1989 and After in Private lIok.• Before 1989 1989 and After Private ('ou",.. Beforc 19R9 1989 and Aller in Public Hules I3cfore 1989 1989 and Aller in Public Coo"..
Flint, MI 0 0.000 9 0 0.000 243 63 0.259 15 4 0.267
flor"""","1. 0 0.000 4 0 0.000 72 36 0.500 5 2 0.400
Florc'llC<:. SC 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 36 18 0.500 2 I 0.500
Furt Cullin.·Lovd.o<!. <.'C I 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 IH 36 0.261 9 3 0.333
Fort Lauderdale, 1'1. 27 0.065 \8 I 0.056 114 18 0.023 36 I 0.028
I'urt Myc'r.'·Cal'" <:"",1. Fl. ~4 0.140 18 3 0.167 459 90 0.196 25 6 0.240
fl'rt Picn.-c·Port Sl. Lu~ie. FL 90 0.182 27 5 0.185 234 102 0.436 II 7 0.636
fort S"'ilh. AR..O" 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 99 18 0.182 7 2 0.286
fort W.lton B"ach. FL 0 0.000 3 0 0.000 189 72 0.381 7 5 0.114
Fort Wa)ne, IN 18 0.150 4 I 0.250 441 54 0.122 27 3 0.111
Fort Wonh-Arlingl,.,. TX 9 0.029 16 I 0.063 369 90 0.244 22 6 0.273
f ....no. ('A 18 0.182 6 I 0167 111 45 0.263 II 3 0.213
a.dod"". AI.. 0 0.000 4 0 0.000 18 36 2000 I 1 1.000
Oain",ville. Fl. 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 72 18 0.250 4 I 0.250
(;.1\'''''00-Texa. City. TX 0 0.000 4 a 0.000 72 0 0.000 4 0 0.000
O.ry. IN 0 0.000 7 0 0.000 318 ') 0.024 21 1 0.048
Ole"" r.lIs. NY 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 m 45 0.294 12 3 0.150
001,1'00"'. NC 0 0.000 .1 0 0.000 36 18 0.500 2 I 0.500
Grund Furl<. . ND·MN 0 0.000 .1 0 0000 90 9 0.100 8 1 0.125
Orand Rapids-Mu,)(cgon·llnlland. ,~II 72 0308 13 3 0231 1080 81 0.0" 56 5 0.089
Ore1t F.lls. MT a 0.000 I 0 0.000 45 18 0.400 3 I 0.333
Grn:ley. CO 0 0.000 3 0 0.000 36 18 0.500 2 I 0.500
Or«n Bay. WI 18 1.000 I I 1.000 144 27 0.188 9 2 0.222
(In:Cl1Shoro-Winston·Salcm-High Poinl NC 0 0.000 14 0 0.000 837 234 0.280 47 14 0.298
U",,-,tlville. Nt" 0 0.000 4 0 0000 36 0 0.000 2 0 0.000
Gr«n,·ill<-Spartanburg·Andenon. SC 36 0.103 19 2 0.105 333 81 0.243 18 5 0.278
lIagemo",~MD 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 45 18 0.400 3 I 0.333
Hamilton·Middletown. all 18 0.200 6 I 0.167 144 9 0.063 8 1 0.125
Il.rrisbur8-Lebano~arlislc.PA 0 0.000 12 0 0.000 219 54 0.194 17 3 0.176
Hftl1ford. CT 0 0.000 11 0 0.000 639 18 0.028 36 2 0.056
Hattiesburg. MS 0 0.000 I 0 o.noo 63 27 0.429 4 2 0.500
Hickory·MoogantOll. !'<C 9 0.1\1 4 I 0.250 2\6 27 0.125 II 2 0.182
1I01lma. L·\ 0 0.000 3 0 0.000 27 0 0.000 3 0 0.000
HOI's!on, TX 108 0.117 41 5 0.122 612 153 0.250 35 9 0.251
Ihllllingt,'n-A.,hllllld. W\,·KY·OH 0 0.000 4 0 0.000 135 54 0.400 II J 0.213
Huntll\'iII~ AI. 0 0.000 4 0 0.000 99 54 0.545 6 \ 0.167
Indianapolis. IN 54 0.136 24 3 0.125 693 219 0.403 46 17 0.370
low. Cit)" IA 0 0.000 I 0 0.000 12 9 0.125 6 I 0.\67
J.ck.on. ~11 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 306 0 0.000 18 0 0.000
Jackson. MS 9 0.043 9 I 0.111 126 21 0.214 7 2 0.286
Jackson. r."'I 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 36 0 0.000 3 0 0.000
Jacksonville. FL 90 0.244 18 ~ 0.278 324 99 0.306 11 6 0.H3
1o':k.""",vil"'- NC 0 0.000 2 0 0,000 81 0 0.000 4 0 0.000
Jan~lown.. NY 0 0.000 2 a 0.000 2\6 18 0.083 14 2 0.143
Janesville-Beloit WI 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 m 0 0.000 8 0 0.000
J="y City. NJ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 "OIWO!
J"h.\S\.WI Cily-Kingspon-Bri",ol. TN-V" 36 0.57\ 4 2 0.500 201 18 0.017 13 2 0.154 0\
JohnstO\\u.P;\ 0 0.000 3 0 0.000 261 0 0.000 20 0 0.000 \0
19M9 191)' D.lncrc:L~ COI'= Cou.- 1989 °o lnc..'TC:Isc 1101"" BdOre Ih'l" 1989 % Increll!C Priv.te H"Ie..
MSt\ P"!'ulftlion Populnlion in Population n"rorc 1989 and Nt... in Couna.."S 1989 10199S in Hoi", Bero", 1989
Joplin. MO 134910 143111 0.061 g 0 0.000 13' 0 0.000 ~4
K.I""':I',\O-11.1I1k Cr«k. MI 421)4'~ 444887 (0)(. 16 2 O.OSf. (1~7 .16 O.OSS 162
Kanknh'C. 1L I'MSi\ 962'S 10217x 0.062 X 0 0.000 144 0 0.000 18
1':11\..." Cil~. MO·KS I~X287~ If,S 8 I 17 o.04X (•.1 14 0.222 108') 22~ 0.207 ·/1·1
K~n\1shl1. WI 12XIXI 1J94.17 U.U8X g 0 0.000 I)~ 0 0.000 18
Kill""n.Tcmplc. TX 2"101 2954')(, 0.IS7 10 0 0.000 171 I) 1).000 72
"-nuxvilk. TN 5XS')60 63') I SX O.O'} I 20 S U.250 .1(,u C)O 0.2'0 144
KoI<OIIN'. IN 96946 99722 0.029 (, I 0.167 117 9 0.077 18
1.1 Crosse. WI·MN 116401 12074' 0,037 9 ) 0,3)3 108 4' 0.417 0
Lttray<lle. LA 3449S3 364311 0.OS6 II I 0.091 171 9 0.0'3 81
L3J1Jyc,:tt~. IN 161S72 ]67749 0,038 9 I 0,111 162 18 0.111 4'
Lake Chorlo, LA 1681J4 17418S 0.036 4 I 0.2'0 12 18 0.2~0 )6
1.1keland·WintcT lI.ven. FL 40'.l82 434498 0.072 31 13 0.419 576 207 0.3'9 171
LtttlC;tS\cr. PA 422822 44S987 OM' IJ 4 0108 214 72 0.308 72
l.an~ing.E:tsl f ,,:,uL\;.ing. ~II 4.12674 4.'1>481 (W(J9 11 1 0.0.12 ·HI IX U,041 4'
1.:1/\,do.TX 1J.1239 168488 0.26S 2 0 U.UIIO 36 0 0.000 18
1-'>. Cnlces, NI<l 13'SI0 1'9217 0.17' 7 0 0.000 126 0 0.000 63
1.15 Vegas. NV·AZ 852737 1115421 0.308 22 17 0.773 378 324 0.831 63
u'vren..'C. KS 81798 89245 0.091 S 0 0.000 72 0 0,000 36
1.l\\'re1'lOC. MA·NH 353334 163112 0,0)' 11 8 0.727 162 108 0,667 63
1.<1\\1011. OK 111486 118428 0.062 4 0 0.000 72 0 0.000 S4
Lewi!lon-Aubum, ME 93343 93202 ~.022 6 I 0167 90 9 0,100 18
I.c"inglnn. "y 40'936 43'037 0.072 23 9 0391 369 144 0.390 162
Lima.UH IS4340 ISS97 I 0.011 10 I 0.100 189 18 0.09' 4~
Lincoln. NE 2\3641 227800 0.066 10 4 0.400 171 63 0.368 72
Linl< Rock·North Linle RodL .-\R 5\3117 '42122 0.051 16 3 0.188 279 54 0.194 \3,
l.OI,gvicw-M.rslull.1':\ 193801 202666 0.046 12 2 0.167 162 27 0167 72
1.00 Angeles·Loots lk.clI. CA 8863164 9190493 0.037 104 2 0.019 1746 27 0.015 630
LouiS'ille. KY·IN 948829 98S834 0.039 43 14 0.326 630 243 0.386 306
Lowell. MA·NH 280'86 289073 0.030 10 a 0.000 117 0 0.000 36
Lubbock. TX 222636 2321'1 0.043 9 2 0.222 162 27 0.167 63
Lynchburg, VA 193928 204312 OMS 12 3 0.2S0 162 54 0.333 72
Mocon.GA 290909 3]0445 0.067 11 2 0.181 189 27 0.10 81
Madison. WI 367085 39414' 0.074 19 S 0.263 333 81 0.243 lOS
~1.ndl<SlcT. Nil 17370' 177&12 0.024 6 I 0.167 90 18 0.200 18
Mun.r",ld,OII 174007 175348 0.009 15 0 0.000 234 0 0.000 '4
MeAlIen-Edinburg-Mi<sion. 1':\ 383054' 415471 0.240 13 1 0.077 207 9 0.043 36
Medford-Ashland. OR 146389 16S130 0.128 6 3 O.SOO 81 36 0.444 36
~Mboume-Titusville-Palin Bav. FL 398978 4.52131 0.133 16 4 0.2S0 306 72 0.23' 108
Memphis, TN-AR·MS IOO7J06 1064139 0.0'7 29 5 0.172 '58 90 0.161 306
Mm:cd.CA 178403 199967 0.121 3 I 0.333 36 18 O.SOO 0
Miami.FL 1937094 2002978 0.034 29 4 0.138 630 99 O.IS? 126
Middlcsex-Somer.;et·Hunlerdon. NJ 1019&3S 1077S60 0.031 31 4 0.129 603 4' 0.013 .160
MilwlIu1<...Wftu1<esiuL. WI 1432149 14S8110 0.Q\8 66 2 0.030 1116 36 0.032 288
Mi""".poli..st. Paul. MN·WI 2SJ8104 2714299 0.069 134 JO 0.224 2232 4'9 0.206 "8
Mobile. AL 476923 31&3'9 0.087 16 8 0.'00 324 162 0.'00 81
Modest,\, CA 370.522 412712 0.114 6 3 0.'00 99 36 0.364 '4 ....,J
Monmoulh..Oc",,,n. NJ 986)27 1043972 0.0'8 38 6 0.1S8 648 99 0.133 342 0
Pr;"o'e 1I0ies o~ hh.~n!--.: Prival.: C',(I~"S Privah: Cnu~ % Inl,;i~i'~ ill j'lIhlic II~le-s Puhli..: lIuh~! %Joaas.: Public COl',,"-" P\lhli~ Coun;.:s °0 lncrt&.lt~
MSA 19X9 nnd Allo, in 1'ri\'Illtllul"" Iklo," I ')~') 19X9 nl1d ,\I\cr I',i,ale COll,,"-" Ikfo," 1989 1989 'lI1U All... inl'uhlic 1101. . Bdorc 1989 19X9 and ..\Ilcr in Publk' Cours~s
JOl'lin.Wl 0 (WOO .1 0 0.000 XI 0 0.000 5 0 0.000
I'alanl:I1.lMJ..Batll.: Cr,-~k. MI 1I 0.000 9 0 0.000 495 .16 0.07.1 27 2 0.074
Kunkakcc. II. I'MSI\ 0 o.rK){) 1 0 0.000 126 0 0.000 7 0 0000
""'\S4S Cily. MO·KS .16 0.087 26 2 0.077 67S IX9 0.280 37 12 0.324
Ke"osI". WI 0 0.000 1 0 01100 117 0 0000 7 0 (WOO
Kill","·'I"c"'l'lo. '1":'\ 0 0.000 ~ 0 O.ono 99 0 0.000 6 0 0.000
Kno:<ville. TN 0 0,000 8 0 0.000 216 90 0.4\7 12 S 0417
Kokoono. IN 0 0.000 I 0 0.000 99 9 0091 S I 0.200
1., C........ WI·:\IN 18 0 I 108 27 0.2S0 9 2 0.222
Lar.ydlo. lA 0 0.000 S 0 0.000 90 9 0.100 6 I 0.167
Lafoy.tlc. IN 0 0.000 J 0 0000 117 18 0.154 6 I 0.167
1.11<.. CMrl"". LA 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 36 18 O.SOO 2 I O.SOO
l_,kolMd-Wint... llovCII. ~l. 18 O.IOS 10 I 0.100 40S 189 0.467 21 12 O.S?I
Lancaster. P;\ 18 O.2S0 4 1 0.2S0 162 S4 0.313 9 3 0.333
Lansing.Enst Laming. ~ II 0 0.000 .' 0 0.000 396 18 0.04S 28 I 0.036
L"cdo. T.'< 0 0000 I 0 0.000 18 0 0.000 I 0 0.000
1.."'Cn'c. .. NM 0 0.000 3 0 0.000 63 0 0.000 4 0 0.000
I.ns Vcg.... N\··.'V, 108 1.714 J S 1.667 .lIS 216 0.686 19 12 0.632
La"""n,..,. KS 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 36 0 0.000 3 0 0.000
I.,V\T.nec. MA·NH 9 0.143 ~ I 0.2S0 99 99 1.000 7 7 1.000
um1on. OK 0 0.000 3 0 0,000 18 0 0.000 I a 0.000
I.t\\1"on·;\lIbum. ~IF. 0 0.000 I 0 0.000 72 9 012S S 1 0.200
L.xil1g!"'. KY 18 0.111 10 I 0.100 207 126 0.609 13 8 0.61S
Lil11a, OB 0 0.000 .I 0 0.000 144 18 0.113 7 I 0.143
Lilh."oln. N f- 0 0.000 4 0 0.000 99 63 0.636 6 4 0.667
Lillie- R,,:k·Nonh Linlo Ru.:k, AR 36 0.267 8 2 O.lSO 144 18 O.llS 8 I O.IH
Lonl,,,,i.w·MIITSh.,II. T.'\ 0 0.000 6 0 0.000 90 27 0.300 6 2 0.333
I"", Ang<k..-Long Ocncll. CA 0 0.000 3S 0 0.000 1116 27 0.024 69 2 0.029
Louis"ill•. "Y.IN 90 0.294 18 ~ 0.278 324 I ~3 0.472 2S 9 0.360
I.<'woll. MI\·NII 0 0.000 3 0 0.000 81 0 0.000 7 0 0.000
Lubbock.. 'Il( 0 0.000 4 0 0.000 99 27 0.273 5 2 0.400
I.yn<:hbu,g. VA 0 0.000 ~ 0 0.000 90 S4 0.600 7 3 0.429
Macon.OA 0 0000 5 II 0.000 108 27 0.2S0 6 2 0.333
M,dison. WI 18 0.167 6 I 0.167 22S 63 0.280 13 " 0.308M.ncheslcr. NH 0 0.000 I 0 0.000 72 18 0.250 S I 0.200
Mansfitld. OH 0 0.000 3 0 0.000 180 0 0.000 12 0 0.000
,\k,\Ile-n.Edinhurg·Mi...ion. T:'\ 0 0.000 .1 II O.lIOO 171 '} 0.OS3 10 I 0.100
~kd">nJ-AsI1I.nd.OR 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 4S ]6 0.800 4 3 0.7S0
"Icll><>o""" Titusville-P,lm Uny, FL Ig 0.167 S I 0.200 198 S4 0.273 11 3 0.273
\Ie",""i.. TN·AR·~fS 36 0.\18 14 2 0.143 2S2 S4 0.214 IS 3 0.200
Merced. CA 0 0 0 36 18 O.SOO 3 I 0.333
Mi.mi. FI. 27 0.214 6 2 0.333 S04 72 0.143 n 2 0.087
\ Iiddl"""'-SO.l1....rs.'I· Jlunl,-nlon. NJ 36 0.100 18 3 0.167 243 9 0.037 13 I o.on
Milwaukce·W.uk....... WI 0 0.000 15 0 0.000 828 36 0.043 51 2 0.039
\lilU",.polis·St Paul. ~IN·WI 18 0.032 32 I 0.031 1674 441 0.263 102 29 0.284
Mobile. At 0 0.000 4 0 0.000 243 162 0.667 12 8 0.667
Modesto- CA 0 0.000 3 a 0.000 4S 36 0.800 3 3 1.000 -..J
\40nm0ulh-Ocenn. NJ 36 O.IOS 21 2 O.09S 306 63 0.206 17 4 0.23' -
1989 199~ % Increase: Courses Cours.., 1989 °0 J.ncTe'.!'~ Hole.. Rdo" Hol« 19R9 ~~ lner• ..., P';'-:Jte Hules
MSA I'orulation Population in Porulali,," nefor.1989 and After inCllU~$ 1989 101995 in Holes Ikfnn: 1989
Mon"",. LA 142191 147148 Oms 6 0 (l000 81 0 0.000 .16
MOIItgu,",-")', AI. 292~ 17 .1 1S327 oon 14 I 0.071 261 18 0.069 \7\
Muncie. IN 1196~9 119227 -0.004 7 1 0.143 126 18 0.\43 36
Myrtle !leoch. SC 1440~3 I~4364 0.072 J7 12 0.324 819 315 0.38~ 18
Nark•. FL \52099 181007 0190 31 \6 0.~16 (,21 3\ ~ 0.~O7 4(,8
No"!IU". :>III 171005 180~n {).OS(, S S 1000 90 Xl 0.900 18
N3.Shvjllc, T~ 'JX5021\ 1086107 0.10.1 36 10 0.278 58S \71 0.292 270
Nas.<.,u-Suffolk. NY 2609211 26~8878 0.019 106 II 0.104 1881 189 0.100 1008
:-ie\\' &dford~IA 17~641 172095 -(1.020 II 0 0000 153 0 0.000 90
New Jill \'~1\~~krid..:n. CT DOl88 nl297 -0.017 21 0 0.000 .133 0 0.000 180
Ne\\' l.undon·Non\i,il. l'T-RI 290734 28457~ -0.02\ 14 3 0.2\4 225 4~ 0.200 63
Ne\"'l OrluM. Lr\ 1285270 1312487 002\ 31 1 0.06~ 567 27 0.048 261
New York. NY 8546846 8~90080 O.OOS 77 4 Om2 1386 ~4 0.039 810
Newari<. NJ 1915928 1937173 0011 65 I 0.015 1134 18 0.0\6 60.1
N<wburgh, NY·!'!\ 335613 359~64 U.071 21 .1 0.143 31S 4~ 0.143 162
Norfolk· Virgillia Ik~\c:h-Nc\\'f1ort 1'0:<\\". VA 1443244 154619~ 0.071 .1~ 13 0.371 702 216 0.308 279
OoJ<lnnd. CA 2082914 2197219 0.0~5 37 2 0.054 729 27 0.037 297
0..,1.. FL \94833 227004 0.165 8 3 0.J7~ 171 45 0.263 4~
Od....·Midl.nd. TX 22S54~ 239202 0.061 8 0 0.000 171 0 0.000 99
Oklahomo City. OK 9~8839 1015549 0.059 28 ~ 0.179 ~40 90 U.167 216
Olympia. \VA 161238 191601 0.188 4 I 0.250 72 18 0.250 18
Om.hn. NE·IA 639580 666250 0.042 36 II 0.306 513 198 0.386 171
OnUlS. CounlY. Ci\ 2410556 2S64345 0.Q6.1 40 9 0.225 738 162 0.220 378
Orlando, FL 1224852 1388153 013J 63 13 0.206 \251 225 0.180 46&
(hv,~IS\loro. KY 87189 9058~ 0.039 5 I 0.200 81 18 0.222 36
Panama City. Fl. 126994 142647 0.123 6 2 0.333 108 36 0.333 45
Pmcnburg·Mlltiena, WV·OII 149169 1~2002 0.019 7 3 0.429 117 36 0.308 36
P''rl.",cul., FL 344406 376670 0.094 14 5 0.357 270 90 0.333 108
Peoria·Pekin. II. 339172 343911 0.014 22 I 0.045 378 18 0.048 117
Phil.delphi•• PA-NJ 49221" 49~1892 0.006 141 14 0.099 2457 2H 0.099 1197
l'hoenix·M..... AZ 2238480 2519510 0.126 II~ 28 0.243 2070 S~8 0.270 729
Pine llIuIT. ,\R 8~487 8376t ~.0211 .1 0 II.rXIO 45 () U.OnO .16
I)itl,sh\lrgh. IIA 2.194811 240168.1 0.003 130 12 U.092 2187 207 0.095 819
Pill<lidd, MA 87H6 84.116 ~.037 ? 0 0.000 144 0 0.000 ~4
Purllnnd. ME 221095 226322 0.024 18 3 0.167 243 45 0.185 81
Portland·\''''''''''_..... OR·WA 1515452 1703106 0124 49 12 0.245 810 180 0.222 2.14
Port"n..ull>-llo<~....T. NII·ME 2239'}.1 22D66 OOQ(, 14 2 n.143 19X 18 0.091 H
Pruvi(t..'1,~\..... F:t1l Ri,'\:I··W;1f"\'·i....... RI·f\ti\ 11343SO 1126591 ·0.007 S5 I lJ.U18 774 IX 0.023 342
l'rovo·U,,:nt VI' 263590 296321 0.124 X I 0.125 144 18 0.125 36
ru.-bJo. CO 123051 128688 0.046 4 2 0.500 90 27 0.300 18
l'unlll Oord." FI. 110975 129454 0167 8 S 0.615 153 117 0.765 36
Racine. WI 17S034 182787 0.044 11 0 0.000 198 0 0.000 36
Rakigh-DurtLUn-Chapelllill :"C 855545 984170 O.ISO 3& 6 0.158 666 108 0.162 261
Rapid Cily. SO 81343 81155 0.071 6 2 0.333 90 18 0.200 36
Re.1ding. PA 336~23 349393 0.038 20 2 0.100 360 36 0.100 90
Redding. (" t\ 147036 161701 0.100 7 3 0.429 90 .16 0.400 .16
R\."lU.~\" 254667 281957 0131 ? I lJ.lll 180 1& 0.100 \& -...J
Richlnnd·K"n".w;<k·p,.,.,,,. W,\ 150033 17~%4 0.173 7 I 0.143 135 18 0.133 18 N
------1
Pri\'Bte Holes 0/0 IIlCfC3se Pri"al' COUI'S<.... Priv... Courses % Increase in Public Holes Public Ih>les °0 Increase Public Cou".. Publk Cou",.. °0 InC1'~&S4:
MSA In9 and Aft.. in Pri"ale 110"" B<IiJr.1989 1989 nnd After Private Cour""" Ikfo« 1989 1989 nlld Mkr ill Pllolic Holes Refor.1989 1989 and AJkr in Public COUTSCS
~Ionroe. LA 0 0.000 2 (I 0000 45 a 0000 4 0 0.000
Mont8omery. AL a 0.000 9 0 0.000 90 18 0.200 ~ I 0200
Muncie. IN 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 90 18 0.200 ~ I 0.200
Myrtle Beach. SC 18 1.000 1 I 1.000 801 297 O.Hl 36 II 0306
Nnpks.1'1. 225 O.4NI 22 11 0.500 153 90 0.588 9 5 0.556
N..'hun. Nil 0 0.000 I 0 0.000 72 81 1.12~ 4 5 1.2~0
Nash"ilk TN 18 0.067 17 I 0059 315 153 0.486 19 9 0.474
N.....u·Suffolk. NY ~4 0.054 58 3 0.0~2 8n 135 0.155 48 8 0.167
New Bedford. ~IA a 0.000 7 0 0.000 63 0 0.000 4 0 0.000
New Ha"m·Mcridcn, CT a 0.000 10 0 0.000 I ~3 0 0.000 II 0 0.000
New London·Norwich. Cf·RI 9 0.143 4 '1 0.250 162 36 0.222 10 2 0.200
New Orl.a"s. LA 0 0.000 13 0 0.000 306 27 0.088 18 2 0.111
New York. NY S4 0.067 43 -I 0093 576 0 0000 34 0 0.000
Newllrk. NJ 0 0.000 33 0 0.000 531 18 0.034 32 I 0.031
Newburgh, NY·PA 0 0.000 10 0 0000 153 45 0.294 II 3 0.273
Nortplk-Virginia 8eft.ch-Newport Nev.'!., VA 27 0.097 16 2 0.125 423 189 0.447 19 II 0.579
Oakland. CA 0 0.000 14 0 0.000 432 27 0.063 23 2 0.087
Ocal.. FL 36 0.800 2 2 1.000 126 9 0.071 6 , 0.167
Od<"$$ll·Midland. TX 0 0.000 S 0 0.000 72 0 0.000 3 0 0.000
Oklahoma Cily. OK 0 0.000 12 0 0.000 324 90 0.278 16 5 0.313
Olympio. WA 18 1.000 I 1 1.000 S4 0 0.000 3 0 0.000
Om.h•• NE-IA 36 0.211 10 2 0.200 342 162 0.474 26 9 0.346
Ornngc Count)'. CA 54 0.143 18 ] 0.167 360 108 0.300 22 6 0.273
Orl>ndo. FL 36 0.077 23 2 0.087 783 189 0.241 40 II 0.275
Owensboro. KY 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 45 18 0.400 3 1 0.333
PRll:ll1l4City. FL 0 0.000 ] 0 0.000 63 36 0.571 3 2 0.667
Porke",bul'll·M"';eM. WV·OH 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 81 36 0.444 5 -' 0.600
".n..'lIcul•. l'l. ]6 0.333 5 2 0.400 162 54 0.333 9 3 0.333
Pcon.·Pekin. II. 0 0.000 7 0 0.000 261 18 0.069 IS I 0.067
Phil.delphin, PA·NJ 135 0.1L1 69 8 0116 1260 108 0.086 72 6 0.083
Pht""-"flix-M,,"Sa. 1\7. 126 11.173 .16 (, 0.167 I.HI ·1.\2 0.322 79 22 0.278
Pin(: lJIuft .\N 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 9 0 0.000 I 0 0.000
Pitt,hurgh. P;\ 90 0.110 48 ~ 0.104 1368 117 0.OR6 82 7 0.08S
Pitlslield. ~M 0 0.000 ] 0 0.000 90 0 0.000 6 0 0.000
Portland. ~1E 18 0.222 5 I 0.200 162 27 0.167 13 2 0.154
l't1nland·V:.u'K.."O\tVI,...... (JR.WA 36 0.IS4 13 2 0.134 576 144 0.250 36 10 0.278
p,)n~moulh·Rt~'h..~1\.."',N(-I·MF. 0 0.000 J 0 0.000 153 18 0.118 II 2 0.182
Pro\'iJ..:nl.:'t··F,,1I River·Warv.;l;'k... RI-MA 0 0.000 22 0 0.000 432 18 0.042 33 I 0.030
Provo-Orern, lJT 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 108 18 0.167 6 1 0.167
Putblo.CO 0 0.000 I 0 0.000 72 27 0.375 3 2 0.667
Punta GonIa, FL 18 O.SOO 2 I O.SOO 117 99 0.846 6 4 0.667
R.d.... WI 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 162 0 0.000 9 a 0.000
R.l<igh.Durham-Chapel Hill. NC 4S 0.172 14 2 0.143 40S 63 0.156 24 4 0.167
Rapid City. SO 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 ~4 18 0.333 4 2 O.SOO
Rending. PA 0 0.000 5 0 0.000 270 36 0.133 15 2 0.133
Redding. C.4- 27 0.150 2 2 1.000 54 9 0.167 5 I 0.200
Reno. NV 0 0.000 I 0 0.000 162 18 0.111 8 I 0.12' (jRicbl.rld·"cnnc";<k·P.."..,. W1\ 0 0.000 I 0 0.000 117 18 0.154 6 I 0.167
....
1989 199j o~ InlTetlS~ Cmln:::cs Coo",,,, 1989 0/0 Incne3~ Hol~ Bdtlre Holes 1989 ~ lnCT¢US": PrivBt..' 1I1\1~
MS." Popul"tion Pnf)ubliun in l'opu)nlinl1 Il.:loro 19H,) nlHJ I\n~r in <..\\un;~s 1989 I" 1995 itlBol~ Il.:for. 1')89
Richmond-I'c1=burg. V1\ 86j640 925412 0.069 2j 6 0.240 477 108 0.226 270
Riverside-Son Bernardino. CA 258R793 29jllj2 0.140 114 16 0140 2178 261 0.120 990
Roa"oke. V,\ 224477 229092 0.Q2\ 10 I 0.100 171 18 0.105 99
Roch,..ICT. MN 106470 IIJYRI 0.071 6 I 0.167 99 18 0.182 18
Rocbester. NY 1062470 1094234 0.030 68 13 0.191 1215 189 0.156 342
Ro"'<ford. IL 329676 349640 0.061 17 4 0.2]j 261 72 0.276 99
R"d,y Mou,,1. Nt· 13.H35 140680 O.Oj(, 8 0 0.000 117 U 0.000 63
S.....nlonto. C,\ 1340010 1452611 0.084 3j 9 0.257 j49 135 0.246 189
5.gin.w-Bay City·Midl."d. Ml 399320 40243j 0.008 26 3 0.115 459 45 0098 99
St. Cloud, MN 148976 IjRHI 0.062 II 3 0.273 153 27 0.176 27
51. Jos<ph, MO 97715 98017 0.003 j 0 0.000 81 0 0.000 36
SI. Loui!. MO-IL. 2492n5 25427j5 0.020 86 35 0.407 1359 558 0.411 522
S.I<m, OR 278024 310509 0.117 13 5 0.385 180 54 0.300 45
Salin..,CA 3jj660 350655 -0.014 19 0 0.000 387 0 0.000 144
S.h L'ke Ciry-Ogd<11. LIT 1072227 1197270 0.117 35 6 0.171 567 90 0.\59 126
S""A"8"lo. TX 98458 102016 0.036 5 0 0.000 72 0 0.000 36
SWI Antonio. TX 1324749 145&521 0.101 26 10 0.385 468 153 0.327 234
San Oiego. C.~ 2498016 26j4908 0.06] 68 II 0.162 1314 198 0.151 477
San Froncisco. C1\ 1603678 1652183 0.030 28 1 0.036 486 9 0.019 225
San Jns<:.CA 1497577 1566786 0046 2S I 0.040 H3 18 0.043 162
San I...is Obisp<>-A1a"",dcTo-Pnsu R"bl"".C\ 217162 224614 0.034 10 I 0.100 144 18 0.125 45
S."t. 1J<Jrt>'lrn·So"ta M:lti.·LoIl1(lllC. CA 369608 381866 0.033 16 I 0.063 252 18 0.071 144
5o'ut. Cn,I,'Watson,ilk CA 229734 236102 0.028 10 0 0. 000 Ij3 0 0.000 18
Sanla Fe. NM 117043 133407 0.140 3 I 0.333 45 18 0.400 9
Sonta Rosa. C,\ 388222 413619 0.065 Ij 2 0.133 234 36 0.154 27
Sarasota·Bn"knton, FL 489483 3238j9 0.070 48 13 0.27\ 1035 261 0.H2 360
SaVIIM.h_ 0,\ 258060 278968 0.081 8 4 0.300 2H 72 0.320 171
SCTOuhln-Wilk..·Barre-lIazlclOIl. PA 638466 635993 ~.004 36 6 0.167 j31 81 0.lj3 180
S.otlle-Ben<vue-E",,,,,n. WA 2033136 2202843 0.083 51 14 0.2H 828 225 0.272 351
Sharon. PA 121003 122229 0.010 13 0 0.000 198 0 0.000 63
Sbcboyglll1, WI 1038n 107613 0.036 7 1 0.143 144 9 0.063 18
Shenn"""DeniSOll. D\ 95021 97614 0.027 4 0 0000 72 0 0.000 18
Shrell<'pOlt·!30ssi,,- City. LA 376330 379294 0.008 16 2 0.123 234 18 0.077 126
Sioux City. lA·NE 11jOl8 119713 0.041 12 1 0.083 Ij3 9 0.059 27
Siou.x Fin.. SD 139236 1533j2 0.101 12 2 0.167 180 27 0.150 34
South B.."IId, IN 247032 H6930 0.040 11 2 0.182 171 36 0.211 81
Spokane, WA 361364 401 S75 0.111 13 3 0.231 216 36 0.167 36
Springfield. n. 1895$0 196892 0.039 9 3 0.333 135 36 0.267 18
Springfield. MU 264346 293j38 0.110 11 4 0.364 180 63 0.3jO 54
Springtidd. MA j90111 3804 SO ~.016 32 0 0.000 313 0 0.000 144
Stantfonl·Nonnlk. CT 329933 331323 0.004 22 I 0.045 387 18 0.047 297
StMe College. P!\ 123786 130702 0.OS6 6 0 0.000 117 0 0.000 36
Steubett"illoe·Weinon, OH·WV 142j23 139773 ~.019 14 1 0.071 189 18 0.093 63
Stock1on-Lodi. CA 480628 52411j 0.090 12 4 0.333 198 63 0.318 126
Suotler. S<': 102637 107627 0.049 3 3 1.000 34 4j 0.833 36
Sym"''1k~. NY 742177 H3226 0.018 68 6 0.088 1053 j4 0.051 279
Tacomll. \VA 386203 646928 0.104 22 3 0.136 342 63 0.184 13j --J
T.noh.'IS.<Co:. Fl. 233398 2j7298 0.10\ 10 I 0.100 162 18 0.11\ 72 ~
Privak II(lk~ o~ Inc:ren..~c PriVftt~ COtl"",-"S Privntc ('ourses % Jrt(TeJISC in I'ubli< Ifnl.s Publi< lIoks % Incrcasc Publi..: Cou~-s Public COUTSe'S q~ lncrtlSC
\iSA 1989 and --'"er in Pf1Vft.I..: Itol~~ fkl"rc 1989 1989 "mlArler Privote ('OU~g I3cfor< 1989 19119 and Alk,. in Public Hok'S Ikfor< 1989 1989 and ,\fkr in Public Coo....,.
RichmonlJ.Ptlcrshtlrg. V1\ 54 0.200 I] ] 0.23\ 207 ~4 0261 12 .l 0.250
Ri'·CNid~-SPlnB"'fllardin(). <:A 63 0064 ~ I 4 0.078 1188 198 0.167 63 12 0.190
Roonok<. VA 0 (1.000 5 0 0.000 72 18 0.250 5 I 0.200
l{och",'Stcr. ~IN 0 (1.000 I 0 0.000 81 18 0.222 5 I 0.200
Rochesl«. NY 18 0.053 20 I 0.050 873 171 0.196 48 12 0.250
Rockford. Il. 0 0.000 6 0 0.000 162 72 OA44 II 4 0.364
Rn.:ky MouII!' I'll' 0 0.000 4 0 0.000 54 0 o.lxm 4 0 0000
S:tI:r:lIn"'~ltl,).c ..\ 27 0.143 12 2 0.167 360 108 0.300 23 7 0.304
Sagillaw.&) l'ily·Mi,lland. 1.11 0 0.000 6 0 0.000 360 45 0.125 20 3 0.150
51. Cloud. Ml' 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 126 27 0.214 9 .1 0.333
SI. JI>oqlh. MO 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 45 0 0000 3 a 0.000
SI. u",i.. ~lO·IL 90 0.172 31 5 0.161 837 468 0.559 55 ]0 0.54S
Salem. OR 0 0.000 3 0 0.000 135 54 OAOO 10 S 0500
Salinas. l'i\ 0 0.000 7 0 0,000 243 0 0.000 12 0 0.000
Salt IMe City.()g.k'n. Lff 0 0.000 7 0 0.000 441 90 0.204 28 6 0.214
San .'\ng<ln. T~ 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 ]fi 0 (1.000 ] 0 0.000
San Anlonio. T.'\ 0 0.000 J2 0 0.000 234 153 0.654 14 10 0.714
San D;ego. C,\ 18 0.038 26 I 0.038 837 180 0.215 42 10 0238
San Ftancisco. CA 0 0.000 II 0 0.000 261 9 0.034 17 I 0.059
San Jose. CA \8 0.111 9 I 0.111 261 0 0.000 16 0 0.000
Sail Llli. Obist»Alascadc-ro-Paso Robl.,.,CA 0 0.000 3 0 0,000 99 18 0.182 7 1 0.143
5.1110 B"rb.rn-S..~. Maria·Lompoc, CA M 0 0.000 8 0 0000 10M 18 0.167 8 1 0.12~
S."lo Cruz'WllIson'ilk CA a 0.000 I 0 0.000 13' 0 0.000 9 0 0.000
SanlaF.. ~M 18 2.000 I I 1.000 36 0 0.000 2 0 0.000
S.nta Rosa. CA 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 207 36 0.174 13 2 0.154
Sar"-,,,!.·Brad..~on. FL 72 0.200 I~ 3 0.200 675 189 0.280 33 10 0.303
Savannah, OA 18 0.10' ~ I 0.2UO ~4 54 1.000 3 3 1.000
Scr'"lon··Wilk,..·Barn:··lIul<lon, rA 36 0.200 10 2 0.200 351 4' 0.128 26 4 0.154
S..:aI11~..ncll~vlh.:-E\,¢fclt, \VA 18 0.051 22 I 0.04S 477 lO7 OA.14 29 I.~ 0.448
ShatHU. PA 0 0.000 4 (J 0.000 135 0 O.IMJO 9 0 0.000
Shd.'ygan. WI 0 0.000 I 0 (J.(JOO 12(. 9 U.U71 6 I (U67
Sh..."flll:\f1-I"-'li",un. "I"~ U U./)(JO I Il 1l.0('" ~4 fI f1.!HH) -' 0 (1.000
~IH~\"::fl'ur1-lklSSicr Cily_ 1.:\ 0 0.000 9 0 0.000 10K 1M 0.167 7 2 0.286
Sin\!;\: Cily. I.\·NE 0 0.1100 2 (J O.lJ{){) 126 'I U.U71 10 I U.lOO
Si\~" Foil,. SD 0 U.1IOO .1 U 0.000 126 27 0.214 9 2 0.222
S\\ulh Iknd. IN 0 0,000 4 0 0.000 90 36 0.4110 7 2 U.286
SpoI- on.:. W,\ 0 0.000 2 fI 0.000 IKO .16 0.2UU II 3 0.273
Springlidd. Il. 18 1.000 I I 1.000 117 18 0.1'4 8 2 0.250
Springfield. MO 27 O.soo 3 2 0.667 126 36 0.2K6 8 2 0.2'0
Springfield. M,\ 0 0.000 8 0 0.000 369 0 0.000 24 0 0.000
Siomford-Norwalk. CT \8 0.06\ 17 1 0.OS9 90 0 0.000 , 0 0.000
Slale ColI~ I'A 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 81 0 0.000 4 0 0.000
5t""b...,,,ill...W.irton, OH.WV 0 0.000 4 0 0.000 126 18 0.143 10 I 0.100
Slockton-Lodi, C A 18 0.\43 8 I 0.\2S 72 4S 0.62' 4 3 0.750
Sumt..-. SC 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 18 45 2.S00 J 3 3.000
SyAC"USe. NY 0 0.000 \7 0 0.000 774 54 0.070 51 6 0.118
TIl,....'ma. \VA a 0.000 8 0 0.000 207 63 0.304 14 3 0.214 ....,J
1'ollah......". FI. 0 0.000 4 0 0.000 90 18 0200 6 I 0.167
VI
19R9 1995 't.lm..TCUl\C CO\l~ Cnll""'" 1989 0/0 Increase Hol« Bdote lIole, 1989 % Incr•...., Prj,.,t< 11,'1.,<
MSA P,>pUI'lion Papal.tinn in Popul:ttion 110:10'" 19R9 .nd MI.r in Courses 1989 In 1995 in Hal.. s"forc 1989
Tom(lA-SI. P.tersburg-Cle.rw.ler. /'J. 2067959 21762H 0.0~2 96 18 0.188 1998 31~ 0.1'8 765
Terre H.ute. IN 147~8~ 149994 0.016 10 2 0.200 144 27 0.188 27
Tex.rtan•. TX-Texnrknna . .'\R 120132 12311~ 0.025 4 a 0.000 63 a 0.000 45
Tok'<lo.OH 614128 6136R7 -0.001 24 2 0.083 414 36 0.087 153
Topeka. KS 160976 16~727 0.030 7 2 0.286 108 36 0.333 36
T~nton. NJ 3258H 330030 0.013 11 I 0.091 189 18 0.095 99
Tucson, AI. 666880 7450B 0.117 28 2 0.071 567 27 0.048 216
Tulsa. OK 708954 748634 0.056 25 7 0.280 477 117 0.245 225
Tu",aloosa, AL 150522 15R216 0.051 6 a 0.000 108 a 0.000 72
Tyler. Th 151309 160319 0.060 6 I 0.167 126 18 0.143 54
Utica·Rom., NY 316633 315958 -0.001 38 I 0.026 513 9 0.018 117
Vnllej<>-Fnirficld-N.p.,. CA 4SIIR6 487935 0.081 I] 5 D.3R5 225 81 0.360 99
V.-nIUra. Ct\ 6/i9{)16 708091 0.058 20 3 0.150 342 45 0.132 126
Victori•. TX 74361 80301 0080 3 a 0.000 63 0 0.000 36
\·;".Iand-Millville-Bridgclan. NJ 138053 138687 0.005 4 a 0.000 63 0 0.000 a
Visalia-Tallln:-P<>rter,,;lk CA 311921 34M86 0.117 10 a 0.000 IH 0 0.000 54
W.co. TX 189123 198725 0.051 7 0 0.000 135 a 0.000 54
W".hington.IX-MD·VA-W\· 4223485 4516067 0.069 101 25 0.248 1827 414 0.227 999
W.I.mury. CT 221614 221478 -0.001 10 I 0.100 162 9 D.056 72
Wntcrloo-C.<br Fall,. 1..\ 123798 123561 -0.002 9 I 0.11 t 144 9 0.063 36
W'US3I1. WI 115400 120880 0.047 7 4 0.571 108 45 D.417 18
\\,,"'1 Palm 13..>••11·1100.-. Il.olol\. FJ. 863~J8 972486 0.126 98 11 0.133 2349 24] 0.103 1701
\\'1k'\:ling. WV-OII 159301 157~]] -0 OIl 10 I 0.100 I~O ~ 0.050 54
Wichita.I;S 485270 ~1018? ll.O~ 1 22 ., n.ne. .I~I ](, 0.103 162
Wichil. Falls. '1''\ nO]~1 n269'1 O.lIIX 7 0 n.lInn 1U8 n O.OQ{J 1M
\"iIIinH\''''~'ft. p:\ 118710 12121~ 0.021 ., 0 0.000 72 0 O.OQ{J 18
Wihni11gt'~1·N"" ..rt. DE-Mil ~1J29] 54296R omR 15 2 o IJ3 .124 27 0.08] 234
Wilminghlil. Nt: 171269 197WR lI.I~.1 I') X 0.421 ~14 15.1 0.370 72
WClI'CC!1C1'. Mt\.('T 476199 48130R 0.011 2~ 4 0.160 .'60 4~ 0.125 99
Y:lkimn. \\'.'\ 188R2J 210941 0.117 7 I 0.14.' IU8 1M 0.167 .16
\'ol".l'A 141092 147338 0.044 4 I 0.250 63 18 0.286 36
Y,,"'.I'.\ .1.19H4 ]60R~J 0.06,1 17 1 C).05? ]06 18 0.059 72
Y'.IIl~ItI\\,""" \\':lll\."fI. 01 ( 6OOlC9~ 604171 O.OO~ 5~ 0 O.OQ{J 7")2 0 0.000 126
Yubn Cily.l't\ 122643 137247 0.119 4 I 0.2~0 54 18 0.333 18
)'umo. AZ 10689~ 131629 0.231 6 0 0.000 99 a 0.000 IR
~
l)nvate Ilol.:s °OIfl\.Tea,s:..: l'riv.le Cours.:s PriYnt~ COUr5I.'S 0'0 ltn:rt.Bse ill p"hlic Hoh. . Public Hol.s % Increase !'I.blic Course> Public Cou"", °olncreu<
MSA 1989 and Aller in Pri\'alo lIoles Defore 1989 1<>89 .nd After !'rival. Courses BelOre 1989 I \'89 and After in Public Hoi.. 8<for.1989 1989 and Aft.,. in Public COUl'k"'S
T:'llI\PlI-SI. Pdcn.burg,,(,·I~:1n... at~r. 1-'1. '19 0.119 J I 6 0.194 12.13 216 0.175 65 12 0.185
Tern: lI.ule. IN 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 117 27 0231 8 2 0.250
To"rkRna. TX·Tcxor1<.anti. AR 0 0.000 .1 0 0.000 18 0 0000 \ 0 0.000
Tok-du. Oil 0 0.000 8 0 0.000 261 36 0.D8 \6 2 0.12~
Topek•. KS 18 0.500 2 \ 0.500 72 \8 0.250 ~ 1 0.200
1'''''11011. NJ 0 0.000 6 0 0.000 90 I R 0.200 ~ I 0.2')()
TUl.3l"". /\1. 9 0.042 II I 0.091 3~\ \8 0.05\ 17 1 0.059
Tul... OK 0 0.000 \2 0 0.000 252 117 0.464 \3 7 0.5]8
TU!\~.:;IIr"'lSQ_ '\J. 0 0.000 ~ 0 0.000 36 0 0.000 2 0 0.000
1\·le,. TX 0 0.000 .1 0 0.000 i2 IR 0.250 .1 1 0333
Utica-Rume.I"Y 0 O.OO{) 9 0 O.UOO 396 9 0.02.1 29 I 0.034
\·"lkjo-F.irlield·N,p'l (.',\ \8 0.182 5 1 0.200 ]26 6.1 O.~UO 8 4 0.5')()
VCOIUfO. CA .16 0.286 7 2 0.286 216 9 0.042 13 I 0.077
Vietoria. 1'X 0 0.000 2 () 0.000 17 0 0.000 1 0 0.000
Vincl.nd·Mill\ille-BridgclurL NJ h 0 0 6.\ 0 0.000 4 0 O.()o)()
\·i~,lia~Tul:Iff:·P('r1c:r"il1 ..·. C.~ 0 0.000 J 0 0.000 90 0 0.000 7 0 0.000
W.'C<). TX 0 0.000 2 0 0000 81 0 0.000 ~ 0 0.000
\\'JShillgtl'rL IK·MD·V,.\·\\,V .16 0.036 54 2 0.037 828 378 0.4n 47 ,3 0.489
WattTbury, CT 0 0.000 4 0 0.000 90 9 0.100 6 I 0.167
Watorloo-Ccdor Falls, IA 0 0.000 2 0 0.000 1(18 9 0.083 7 \ 0.143
Wausau, WI 0 0.000 1 0 0.000 90 45 O.~OO 6 4 0.667
Wcst PlIIm 8<"d,·!lo<:. R.,on. FL 90 0.053 65 .1 0.046 648 153 0.236 33 10 0.303
\\'h«tling. WV-oH 0 0.000 3 0 0.000 126 9 0.071 7 1 0.143
W i~-hil", KS 0 0.000 9 0 0.000 189 36 0.190 13 3 0.231
Wichi... Falls. 1'X 0 0.000 I 0 0.000 90 0 0.000 6 0 0.000
Willi:llnSl'O't. PA 0 0.000 1 0 0.000 54 0 0.000 2 0 0.000
Wilm;ngtm.N<w.rl<. D!':·MD 0 0.000 10 0 0.000 9(J 27 0.300 , 2 0.400
Wilmingtun. Nl' U 0.000 1 0 O.llOO 342 153 0.447 If, R 0.500
\\'nn.'-"!d~'T. MA·t'T 0 O.OUO 7 0 0.000 2(,1 45 o.l'n \8 4 0.222
Yakima. \VA 0 0.000 1 0 0.000 72 18 0.250 5 1 0.200
Y"I".<:1\ 0 O.OUO 2 0 O.flOO 27 18 0.667 2 1 0.500
Yorl<. PA 0 0.000 S 0 0.000 234 18 0.077 12 I 0.083
Yt~Ing.'\1t~\",·\\'nm..'t.()It 0 0.000 R 0 0.000 (,(06 lJ 0.000 47 0 0.000
Yuha <:ily. <:,\. 0 0.1)01) I 0 0.000 36 IX 0.'00 3 I 0.333
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